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0 Surprise announcement for development post
By Chris Coates
Elitor-in.Chief

Charles Kushnerffhe Chronicle

Robert Sengstabke, a photojournalist who documented the life of Civil Rights leader Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., displayed his work Jan. 15 for the slideshow exhibit, 'Witnessing The Dream.'

Online booksellers lose to stores
0 Since '99, Internet sites have seen only a 10 percent increase in sales
By Kwame Abasi Patterson
Associate Editor

Despite drastically reduced
prices of textbooks sold online,
most college students continually
choose to purchase books in good
old-fashioned campus bookstores,
according to a new study.
ln 2003, only 3.5 percent of students nationwide said they purchased textbooks online, while 85
percent made their purchases at
local bookstores. Meanwhile, II
percent went to bookstore websites, according to the National
Association of College Stores.
More than 90 percent of students
surveyed by NACS said they prefer
their college bookstores for academic course materials, based on
convenience and confidence in the
number of correct materials in
stock.
Eric Weil, managing partner for
Student Monitor, a researching
ftm1 that conducts national studies
each year on full-time undergraduates at four-year colleges and universities, said even though online
textbook sellers have created a
buzz. there has been no dramatic
increase in online sales in the last
five years.
"Buying online hasn't revolutionized the industry. The textbook

industry generates more than $ 11
billion a year," Weil said. "Online
retailers have only seen 10 percent
of that."
Officials from Follett Higher
Education Group, a bookstore corporation that owns more than 680
campus bookstores nationwide
including Columbia's, said its company has not been affected by the

online
textbook
market.
Columbia's bookstore is located
inside the South Campus Building,
624 S. Michigan Ave.
"Overall sales have been solid at
our stores and online services,"
said Cliff Ewert, vice president of
public and campus relations. "In
fact, we have seen increases, and

See Bookstore Page 6

In the fi rst high-profile hiring
by the college in recent memory,
a top city official under fire is
stepping down from city hall to
take an executive position at
Columbia, college officials confirmed Feb. 4.
Alicia Berg was named the
vice president of campus environment with in hours of her resignation as the city's commissioner of planning and development on Feb. 4. T he college created the new position spec iall y
for the high-profi le city insider.
She leaves amid a major
restructuring of Chicago Mayor
Richard M. Daley's cabinet.
Berg, 40, will be in charge of
the office now known as
Facilities and Operations, which

manages Columbia's more than
one dozen existing buildings and
develops plans to expand the
burgeoning campus.
There is no mention of Berg's
position on the college's job
opportunity website, although
according to Director of Media
Relations Micki Leventhal, a
search was conducted last year.
No public annou ncement was
made about the search.
The surprise hiring of Berg
comes less than a year after offi cials said the college was initiating a job freeze to stymie a budget shortfa ll.
The office's current acting vice
pres ident Mike Debish will
become associate vice president
under Berg. The office includes
three other workers.
Berg is set to start March I.
See VP Page 4

Tietel's new title brings
'business' back to Chicago
0 Columbia capitalizes on alumni 's new film
By Andrew Greiner
Assistant News Edttor

Although not as recognizable as
Barbershop 2 perfo rmers Ice
Cube and Cedric the Entertainer,
Columbia alumni, Bob Teitel and
George Tillman, were the stars at
a benefi t screening of the film at
Piper 's Alley, 2 10 W. North Ave.,
Feb. 3.
Teitel and Tillman, the producers of Barbershop 2: Back in
Business, came to Chicago to promote their film and give something back to their alma mater.
Since graduating from Columbia
in the early ' 90s, Teitel and
Till man have teamed up to make
fi lms such as Soul Food, Men of
Honor
and
the
original
Barbershop.
The Feb. 3 evening screening of
the fi lm, which took place three
days before its national release,
raised around $25,000 for
Columbia's
Ope n
Door
Scholarship Fund. which aims to
help graduates of Chicago Public

Ryan DugganfThe Chronicle

Schools who attend Columbia,
according to Mark Kelly, vice
president of Student Affairs. For
See Barbershop Page 3

Andrew J. ScottfThe Chronicle

Columbia alumni George
Tillman (left) and Bob Teitel
cruise the red carpet before
the 'Barbershop 2' premiere.
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MONDAY
Projects funded in part by the Albert P. Weisman
Scholarship will be exhibited from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Hokin Gallery and Hokin Annex.
The Albert P. Weisman Memorial Scholarship FWld was
established in 1974 to encourage Colwnbia students to
complete projects in all fields of communications, and will
feature projects in photography, digital imaging, sculpture,
painting, interactive installation, book and paper arts, published poetry and photos, music recordings, and other
mixed media formats.
The exhibit will run at the Hokin Gallery and Annex of
the Wabash Campus Buildin, 623 S. Wabash Ave. W1til Feb.
22. For more information, call (312) 344-7696.
TUESDAY
Umoja and the Black Student Union present a screening
of Hollywood Shu.f!le, a comedy about the burdens of being
an African-American actor co-written, directed, produced,
and starring Robert Townsend, at 6:30 p.m. in the Hokin
Hall of the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
The showing is free and open to the public.
For more information, call (3 12) 344-7459.
WEDNESDAY
The Center for Book and Paper Arts will present "Book
Light: Photographers Consider the Book," an exhibition
focusing on five photographers and their Wlique view of
books. From the narrative to the comedic to the meditative,
each artist's perspective sheds a different light on "the
book," its history, and its form.
The exhibition incl udes the work of Catherine Gass, Ken
Josephson, Sean Kernan, Duane Michals and Abelardo
Morell. The program will run Wltil Feb. 21.
The program will run at the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash
Ave., on the second floor and is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays. Admission is free.
THURSDAY
DanceAfrica Chicago and the Center for Asian Arts and
Media will celebrate Black History Month and Lunar New
Year in their new home at 29 E. Congress Parkway with an
open house from noon to 2 p.m. Admission is free and
everyone is invited to attend. Food and refreshments will be
served.
For more information, call (312) 344-8234.
FRIDAY
In conjWlction with Black History Month, Colwnbia's
Glass Curtain Gallery to presents "Battling the Birth: Black
Images On Screen," an exhibition curated by photographer
and Columbia alwnnus Rashid Johnson.
"Black Images On Screen" explores African-American
identity, race issues, and artistic vision through the media of
film and television.
The exhibition is free and open to the public at the Glass
Curtain Gallery in the II 04 Center, II 04 S. Wabash. Ave.
A reception will open Friday's exhibition at 5 p.m. The
show will run until March 19.

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call The Chronicle's
news desk at (312) 344-7255.
Till

COB.UMIIIA ClH!JllONRCU
Jan. 12 ·Feb. 11S uaer poll r..ulta
Do you think. you will keep your New Year's resolution?

Yn: 21 percent

No: 79 percent

Vote at ColumblllChronicle.com

Dr. Dean's poor diagnosis
Dean didn't get
T oowindbadofHoward
Colwnbia during his

days as the Democratic presidential front-runner.
If he did, Dean would have found
an oasis: some 9,000, liberal, technosavvy bloggers of the illusive 18- to
35-year-old voting bracket from a
vital swing state nestled inside a
Democratic incubator known as
Colwnbia
They don't call it a liberal arts
school for nothin'.
A little motivation and us college
kids can really affect, say, a presidential election. Just ask Nader. Or Gore,
for that matter.
For a college of generally Wlmotivated and yoWlg Dems, Dean was
destined to become Colwnbia's patron
saint cwn savior: Dean's against the
U.S.-Ied war with Iraq, he's against
the breadth of Bush policy, he's
against special interest groups, he's
against Washington, D.C., Democrats
and he supports a quasi-Wliversal
health care system.
He's an outsider. He's a nontraditionalist. He's passionate. Some
would say he's reckless.
But we'll never see the old Dean
that captured our hearts (and magazine covers) not so long ago. The real
Dean-the maverick Vermont governor who vowed never to succwnb to
lobby ists or D.C. insiders-has vanished after his third-place finish and
accompanying rant in Iowa.
Since then, Dean's been on somewhat of a downward spiral, quickly
retooling his campaign, throwing out
his old campaign manager and replacing him with Roy Nee!, a D.C. lobbyist. Nee! was AI Gore's chief of staff
and later ran Gore's 2000 bid for the
White House. Nee! has also worked
as a telecom lobbyist-the true mark
~J,;;::f]%:.__

-- '

14 years~~!: ~
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It must have been a slow week for
The Chronicle 14 years ago. Topping
the news for the Feb. 13, 1989 edition
of The Chronicle was word that
Columbia's Television Department
redecorated a wall outside its 15th
floor offices inside the Alexandroff
Campus Building, 600 S. Michigan
Ave.
The renovated wall featured headshots of on-air personalities from
Colwnbia's three television shows and
was designed by a senior television
major, Chris West.
Today, both the headshots and
West-now the department's operations manager-remain.

N e w Columbia V.P.
•
Whi le city officials contend
there's no connection between some
mayoral aides resigning this week and
the so-called hired truck scandal, there
apparently is a Columbia connection.
As reported in this week's
Chronicle, Alicia Berg, the city's former commissioner for planning and
development,
is
heading
to
Columbia,and Lee Bey, the deputy
mayoral chief of staff is now an architecture consultant.

tremendous excitement. Dean hoped
of a political insider.
such excitement would drag moderIn light of Iowa, Dean has also
introduced us to his wife, Dr. Judith
ates to his side and, just to make sure,
Steinberg Dean. Early on, Dean's wife he invested more than $35 million in
advertising.
wasn't on the campaign trail. Instead,
The hope was that Dean would
she was at home in Vermont at her
practice. It was part of the gimmick of carry his word-of-mouth momentum
through Iowa and, if all went well,
the progressive candidate. Now, the
missus is being trotted out to show the through the primaries, the convention
and election, all the way to 1600
candidate as a family man.
Dean is falling back on his scruples. Pennsylvania Ave.
Remember, this is a guy who, in a
What a disappointment
We can thank former Veep AI Gore. nwnber of debates, talked about solvBack in December, Gore's endorseing problems during his second term
ment of Dean validated his candidacy; in office. That means not only did he
know he was going to get elected in
the other Democrats scrambled to
2004, he also thought was going to
attack the newly-anointed front-runwin again in 2008.
ner.
Calling an election nine months
For some, it meant revising policies
to appeal to wishy-washy voters. John from now is one thing. Calling an
election 57 months from now is
Kerry, the coifed jWJior senator from
Massachusetts, became an anti-war
another.
zealot overnight, despite his voting for
But it was such bravado that ultiwar in Iraq less than a year ago.
mately meant an end to Dean. Now, the
Former Gen. Wesley Clark, NATO's
one time idealist is adopting some of
old Supreme Allied Commander of
the strategies he so demonized earlier.
Europe, likewise solidified on some of
It won' t work.
his murky issues. Dick Gephardt
Democrats want a safe candidate,
worked the unions, John Edwards
one with the ability to beat President
worked for name recognition, and the
Bush in the general election.
rest either dropped out or bellied up to
And with Dean's cash cow running
Dean's anti-war rhetoric.
dry, the former front-runner is becomSoon, it seemed every serious caning the 2004 John McCain-a nontradidate was a Dean protege and by the
ditionalist candidate who showed
time Iowa rolled aroWld, the one time
enormous promise, but was cut short
front-runner, who was then battling
by an electorate that's looking for
with Gephardt, was seriously out of
more of the same.
touch with his original message.
Kerry is in bed with Washington
establishment. He's part of the politiKerry hijacked Dean's tactics, used
them against him and squashed him in cal machine. But despite his impresthe polls.
sive credentials as U.S. senator and
veteran, Kerry is no match for Bush's
Back when Gore Wlleashed his
multimillion-dollar war chest.
endorsement, Dean hit his high water
And, as we' ll all find out very soon,
mark before a single vote was cast.
that's the biggest disappointment of all.
It all seemed part of the plan.
-ccoates@chroniclemail.com
Early on, Dean went after card-carrying Democrats, who generated
Bey is a Colwnbia graduate-and
former Chronicle reporter.
Mansion For Sale
•
After more than eight months
on the market, there have been no
offers for college President Warrick L.
Carter's tony Gold Coast mansion,
according to the real estate agent in
charge of the sale. The 8,300 square
foot residence, which the college purchased in 2000, is listed at $3.8 million.
Side Str-t Scaffolding
•
Crews have installed scaffolding along Harrison Street at Michigan
Avenue in preparation for the installation of new windows on the ninth floor
of the Alexandroff Campus Center,
600 S. Michigan Ave. The floor is
being turned into a state-of-the-art
photography lab. The scaffolding will
be taken down as soon as new windows are installed, allowing passersby
a brief refuge from falling ice.
No Money For U s ?
•
While the 18-story University
Center of Chicago is hardly the inviting abode developers say it will
become, DePaul University is looking
for some feedback. And they're willing
to pay for it.
In an e-mail sent to DePaul students
who said they were interested in living
in the University Center, the Wliversity's Housing Office offers up a $50 gift
certificate to Best Buy for taking a
quick, online survey.
Questions include "Why did you
decide to not apply for UCC?" and

"When do you think you'll make your
decision?"
For the record, Colwnbia studentswho will sha:re the gigantic dormitory
with DePaul and Roosevelt Wliversities' students when the place opens in
August-aren't eligible to take the survey ... or the prize.
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New grading system
could complicate GPAs
0

3

Movin' In

College implements plus/minus scale

~sa Balde

119 Editor

The fall 2003 semester marked
the second term that Columbia
implemented its new grading system, which includes plus and
minus grades, an initiative that
could alter some students' grade
point averages.
The new system allows teachers
to choose from a wider array of
grades, theoretically allowing
teachers to distribute more accurate grades than those based offthe
traditional A, B, C, D, F scale.
But the shift from the traditional
grading scale has students noticing
s lumps in their GPAs, and it could
land Columbia in a countrywide
debate over the pros and cons of a
system that, some regional college
officials say, does more damage
·
than good.
Columbia first discussed the
possibil ity of adding plus and
minus grades during the spring
2000 semester, after faculty members voiced their concerns about
the traditional system not allowing
them to give fair grades, according
to Associate Provost Jan Garfield.
The system incorporates A-, B+,
B-, C+ and C- grades and varies
the number of points awarded for
each. Students who received a B

New Grading Scale
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for a student to maintain a 2.0
GPA, or C average, in order to
graduate. The plus/minus system
works to ensure that graduates earn
nothing less than a C.
" What we've done is dictate that
a C- is no longer a grade that satisfies our graduation requirements,"
Garfield said.
With the addition of the new
scale, Columbia is part of a new
wave of schools that choose to subscribe to plus/minus grading systems.
A report issued in 2000 showed
that 50 percent of Council of
Public Liberal Arts Colleges--colleges that are publicly funded-use
a plus/minus system.
The University of Illinois at
Chicago does not apply pluses and
minuses to its grading scale. Robert
Morris College and Roosevelt
University, private schools in the
South Loop, also do not subscribe to
the plus/minus scale.
"Some professors felt that [the
plus/minus scale] would lead to
grade inflation; they think it's an
artificial grade," said Lynn Weiner,
associate provost for Roosevelt
U niversity. " I personally like
plus/minus grades, as a teacher."
Representat ives from DePaul
University confirmed DePaul
schools do employ the system.
Grade inflation is a concern,
though, for schools that use the
plus/minus grade scale. Officials
at the U11iversity of Maryland told
reporters at the Diamondback,
UM's independent student newspaper, they were concerned that
adding plus/minus grades would
discourage teachers from handing
out lower grades.
With the addition of p lus/m inus
grades, officials said, teachers had
too many options. Teachers who
were used to grading from a fivegrade system stuck to their ways
with the new system, as well. They
ended up awarding grades from the
first five options, and students
. received grades on an "A" to "B-"

scale instead of an "A" to "F"
Fttilure

Ryan Duggan!The Chronicle

last spring have the possibility of
getting either a B+ or B- this
semester, a change that could
respectively calculate into their
GPA as 3.3 or 2.7, instead of3.0.
So, students who received pluses
or minuses next to any of their
grades for the past semester will
notice either a small increase or
decrease in their GPAs.
"It was generally agreed on that
the plus/minus grades would benefit students," Garfield said. "The
finer points that could be indicated
[through the grading scale] would
allow faculty members to give students that advantage [of more specific grades]."
According to Garfield, teachers
are concerned that, without
plus/minus grades, students who
turned in different levels of work
during the semester would see the
same grade because there weren't
enough options on the grade scale
to differentiate between students
who performed differently.
The new scale also allowed the
school to clarify Columbia's graduation requirements. Current
requirements make it mandatory

scale.
The University of Iowa adopted
its plus/minus grading scale in·
I 987 and has been happy with it,
according to JoAnn Castagna, the
assistant to the associate dean for
Academic Affairs at Iowa
University's College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences. It took the
school more than 20 years to
implement the system.
Surveys and reviews conducted
after the implementation showed
faculty consistently supported the
initiative. In 1990 and 1994,
according to Castagna, schoolwide
surveys indicated students didn't
notice "a great affect" in their GPAs
due to changes in grading systems.
Iowa University, like Columbia,
doesn't require teachers to use
pluses and minuses when grading.
But, accord ing to Castagna, a
majority of the university's staff
said they wanted to and did use
them anyway.
Although this is only the second
semester that Columbia has used
the grading scale, Garfield said that
she predicts the College Council
Academic Affairs Committee will
review the effects of the scale.
" Personally, it's the learning
process you take with [in the end),"
Garfield said .

Carrie BergagniiiThe Chronicle

Poetry major Monica Gerstmeier and fine arts major Morgan Minear, both freshmen, look on
as their new roommate, Karin Judson, gets used to her digs in Columbia's Reside nce Center
at 731 S. Plymouth Court on Feb. 6.

Semester in L.A. unaffected by founder's death
0

Program will continue to give students head start, directors say

By Scotty Carlson
Ass~tant News Editor

When Robert Enrietto died in
December, some feared Semester
in L.A.- the program he co-founded nearly five years ago and .ran
from Califomia-'-would leave
with him.
But, according to Columbia officials, the Semester in L.A. program
won't be shut down or revised anytime soon.
"There's not going to be any radical changes in the program," said
Doreen Bartoni, dean of the School
of Media Arts at Columbia.
Some concern arose that the program might be in jeopardy or that
students would be hesitant to enter

the program in the future because
of the loss of Enrietto and his connections and network of associates
in California, often described as
legendary.
Don Smith, co-founder of the
program and Enrietto's temporary
repl~ement, said that while his
partner will be sorely missed,
Enrietto 's passing should not pose
a concern to students thinking
about heading to the West Coast.
"For students who haven't been
out here yet, they' re not going to
notice any difference," Smith said.
"Obviously people who knew Bob
[Enrieno) are going to miss him a
lot, but in terms of people who
never met him, they're just not
going to know what they missed ."

" While Bob was administrator
o f the program, the teachers of the
courses were the ones who the stu-

See L.A •. Page 4

Barbershop Continuedfrom Front Page
$1 00 a ticket, supporters were
treated to a reception at " Tony N '
Tina's Wedding" hall, with drinks
and hors d 'oeuvres before watching the first showing of the movie.
" It fee ls good to do something
for Columbia College that has
give!'! George and I so much, in so
many ways," Teitel said. "So, I
feel honored that we can pay the
school back in any way we can.
And since we are doing this for
scholarships for high school students w ho are trying to get into
college, that makes me fee l good ."
The
screening
benefited
Columbia, and the movie itself is
a boost for the Illi nois film industry. Due to high production costs
in the United States, more films
are being made in Canada, even
films supposedly set in Chicago.
Barbershop 2 was s hot completely in Illinois.
" [Teitel and Tillman] saved our
industry," said Brenda Sexton,
managing director of the Illinois
Film Office .
According to
Sexton, revenues for the Illinois
film and television industry are up
I 00 percent since 2003 . Illinois

has already booked $50 million in
g reen-lighted projects for 2004.
"We fee l fortunate to g ive
something back. Hopefully guys
like us can jump-start the industry," Teitel said.
The film brought much of the
same cast and crew back from the
first Barbershop and was shot on
locations and stages around the
city. Most of the action takes place
on 79th Street, where the fictional
barbershop is located .
Columbia President Warrick L.
Carter, acting as emcee for the
reception, said he was happy to
see Columbia alumni bring business to Chicjlgo.
"Let's go watch a movie that
was made in Ch icago, with people
from Chicago, a crew from
Chicago, set in Chicago and that
is very d ifferent from the movie
named Chicago," he said, before
the doors to the theater opened.
" I wish they still gave out keys
to the c ity, because Bob and
George deserve one," said Rick
Moskal, director of the Chicago
Film Office. "We will never take
their loyalty to the city of Chicago

for granted."
Teitel gave special thanks to
Gov. Rod Blagojevich for recognizing how important the film
industry is for Ill inois and for his
tax credit legislation, which gives
breaks to filmmakers in this state.
A number of sponsors contributed to the event, including
MGM, the Screen Actors Guild
and " Tony N' Tina's Wedding."
Donations ranging from $1 ,000 to
$5,000 helped fund the benefit
screening.
The screening raised money for
Columbia's scholarship program
and also marked the beginning of
the school's Black History Month
program " Black Images On
Screen." The month's festiviti es
include lectures and screenings of
African-American films.
Barbershop 2: Back in Business
opened nationwide on Feb. 6. A
free showing of the movie is
scheduled for Feb. 19 at Burnham
Theater for members of the
Alumni Network, followed by
drinks and pizza at Tantrum , I 023
S . State St.
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College bids farewell
to veteran executive

L.A. Continued.from Page 3

0 OCAP, DanceAfrica founder to leave by March
By Lisa Balde
Managing Elitor

In what has been deemed a great
loss for. the college, Colwnbia's cofounder of DanceAfrica and executive director of the Office of
Community Arts Partnership, an
organization that acts as a liaison
between the school and surrounding community, announced her resignation late last month.
Julie Simpson, who came to
Colwnbia 13 years ago as the chairwoman and executive director of
the Dance Center, will leave the
OCAP for an executive director
position with the Cricket Island
Foundation, a New York-based
foundation that stresses youth
development.
"[Simpson) has built an infrastructure that will live beyond her,"
said Halcyone Hoagland, program
manager of DanceAfrica. "She has
built a name, built a proouct that
·won't leave just because she's leav-

Island Foundation came recently.
She wasn'I planning to leave
Colwnbia, she said.
Upon Simpson's exit from the
school-her last day is anticipated
as Feb. 29----0CAP's deputy director to be, Julie Redmond will act as
the interim executive director,
according to Kapelke's announcement.
Redmond said OCAP and
Colwnbia plan to form a search
committee to look for a new executive director.
"We are clearly going into a new
phase of organizational maturity,"
Redmond said. "It's an opportunity
to clarifY and define roles."
OCAP anticipates change,
Redmond said. But, according to
those involved in OCAP operations, the organization must develop and change in order for its infrastructure to improve.

ing."

In a collegewide e-mail, Provost
Steven Kapelke shared "mixed
feelings" for Simpson's resignation.
After the Semester in L.A.'s founder died in January, teachers feared students and alumni would
"Julie has secured multimillionbe concerned about the future of the program. Doreen Bartoni, dean of the School of Media Arts,
dollar donor support that will
denied that there would be any "radical changes" to the program.
ensure continued funding of comdents truly interacted with,"
The highlight of the program is the screenwntmg section until munity-based learning, arts-inteBartoni said.
giving students the chance to expe- March 2003 and has since grated curricula, and reciprocal colpartnerships,"
According to Bartoni, Smith will rience the industry firsthand. remained in Los Angeles, the pro- lege-community
remain
Enrietto's temporary According to Smith, the program gram will continue to give students Kapelke said in the e-mail. "Julie
replacement until a job description provides a five-week Los Angeles a head start, even without one of its will be missed."
When Simpson started OCAP
can be formulated and advertised. orientation process, which would creators.
"[The program's coordinators) after moving from the Dance
Administrators hope to have a per- otherwise take two to three years.
manent replacement by the end of
While no changes are expected to handle it great, and I'm sure it'll Center upon the request,of former
Although Simpson plans to work
the semester.
take place anytime soon, Bartoni keep going," Dusek said. "This is vice president of Institutional
The Semester in L.A. program said she hopes that, sooner or later, where the work is, and that's why Advancement Woodie White, she full time with the Cricket Island
was founded in the fall of 1999 by more sections will be offered they'll keep sending us students out did so in one room, with a staff of Foundation, she plans to stay in
Enrietto and Smith. They felt stu- through the program. Currently, the here."
two.
Chicago. She is in talks with
dents in the Film and Television sections available to students
Not everyone feels the same,
She built the department from Colwnbia to determine her future
Departments needed a better include production, screenwriting, though. Ken Nowak, a Colwnbia scratch, with only a $150,000 grant relationship with the college, a relachance to learn to work in the Los music composition, wardrobe and alwnnus who participated in the to use as a start-up fund and her tionship she said, she will never
Angeles area, the epicenter of pro- animation.
June 2000 pJ:Ogram, feels the pro- drive to form relationships with abandon completely.
duction in the country.
"The model we have now is gram is going to be somewhat diffi- community-based and nonprofit
Simpson has· yet to 5olidifY her
"When I took over producing in good, but I think, as we continue, cult to run without the vast resources organizations. Since its inception terms of involvement with Dancespring 1998, there wasn't a real for- there will be other opportunities for Enrietto brought to the program.
in 1997, the department developed Africa, one of her favorite projects
mal producing program," Smith departments to offer programs,"
"Nobody could take his place at a staff of nearly 50 people and a at the school. She acts as the execsaid. "[Bob and I) had a meeting, Bartoni said.
utive producer for DanceAfrica,
the job, because he knew everyone budget of almost $5 million.
and it turns out, he was thinking
According to Colwnbia alwnnus in town," Nowak said.
OCAP recently announced its which is geared up to celebrate its .
pretty much the same thing."
Nathan Dusek, who participated in
solidification of $2.5 million of 15th anniversary next year.
multi-year grants over the past four
She will serve on an advisory
months.
committee for a new graduate
"OCAP provides a means for degree program through the arts,
Continued.from Front Page
Colwnbia students to get a real, entertainment and media manageThe position has been vacant
The letter from Berg was D' Angelo still has sway on city thorough education," Simpson said. ment program.
since Bert Gall, the college's for- addressed
to
Madeline hall policies.
"It isn't enough to have a quality
"I'm the happiest I've ever been
mer executive vice president, Haithcock-the alderman for the
Berg was included in a search arts education that happens in the at Colwnbia," Simpson said. "The
stepped down in August. The 2nd Ward, which includes to fill the facilities and operations classroom alone."
staff at OCAP is the ... strongest ...
office was renamed the office of Columbia and 95 percent of the position at Columbia, which
According to Simpson, the ever. I feel like things are just getFacilities and Operations and has ABLA project-and 25th Ward occurred before the D'Angelo opportunity to join the Cricket .ting up and running."
allegations,
according
to .._:..:__ _.:__...:...__ __ _ _ __;_....:::_:__ _ ___;:::.__ _ __
been filled pro-temp by Debish, a Alderman Danny Solis.
consultant from the Austin Co.
Solis is closely associated with Leventhal.
space in Dearborn Station, 47 W. were not s upposed to be
Debish confirmed he would D'Angelo, a divisive former
Berg's tenure as commissioner Polk St., and potential acquisition armounced.
stay in his current position.
Daley friend who in 2000 faced for the past three years brought of the space at 618 S. Michigan
An official in the college's
Meanwhile, Gall remains a charges of providing an adminis- stalled development of Block 37 Ave., the current s ite of the Human Resource Department
consultant in the construction of tration official with more than and renewed controversy about Spertus Institute of Jewish said the office had not been told
the University <;::enter of Chicago. $10,000 in interest-free loans and Wrigley Field expansion. Under Studies.
about Berg's hiring.
All three are on Columbia's pay- acting as an unregistered lobbyist her watch, Berg's office also
The college also has faced
roll for a position that last year for the mayor.
spearheaded an overhaul of the stalled plans to construct an
took one person to fill.
Daley has s ince cut ties with city's zoning code.
expansive student center on the
Berg comes to Columbia after D'Angelo.
Berg's stepping down comes current site of Buddy Guy's
her office caused "a huge embarBut the Solis promise raised on the heels of a flurry of possi- Legends, 754 S. Wabash Ave.
rassment" last month, according questions as to whether the influ- ble Daley administration resignaAccording to tax records,
to Daley at a recent news confer- ential D'Angelo had any power in tions in light of the hired truck Columbia paid the vice president
ence.
the highly contentious, multimil- scandal.
of faci lities and operations a
According to reports, planners lion dollar, low-income developShe arrives at a college that is $ 167,308 salary in 2002.
in Berg's office last year alleged- ment. Solis was granted such veto facing continual
expansion
Berg
reportedly
earned
ly promised two city aldermenpowers despite the fact that less issues.
$133,908 during the same period.
including one with connections to than 5 percent of the controverLast summer, the college
Berg's appointment became
former Daley friend and contro- s ial ABLA project s its in his bought the building at 619 S. known after an article in Crain's
developer
Oscar ward. Berg's letter said Solis- Wabash Ave. In August, the col- Chicago said she was leaving her
versial
D' Angelo--the sweeping power and perhaps D' Angelo- would lege will begin housing students city hall post for a position at
to view and possibly change have input in the project for up to in the IS-story University Center Columbia. Initially, the college
plans to the CTA's $600 million 10 years.
of Chicago, the largest student denied Berg's hiring. According
ABLA public housing redevelopThe Daley administration dormitory in the country.
to a college official, a source
ment project on the Near West immediate ly tried to distance
In the past year, the co llege has either withi n the city or at
Side.
itself from the implication that milled over possible leasing of Columbia leaked the plans, which
Chrla Coatea/The ChronK:Ie

VP

·Are you sick of being late to class because the train or bus was late ?
·Tir ed of carrying equipment?
·Tired of late night commutes via public transportation?
·A re you done with searchin g for a new place to live because your lease is up?
·Are yo u feeling isolated from the rest of the Columbia College student population?

We have an answer for you! .
We have heard you! Now we have space for you! What better way to be close to campus and all its
conveniences, while being in the heart of the South Loop with all your friends, than by living on campus
at one of the following locations:
· 731 S. Plymouth Ct- double occupancy apartment style housing
·University Center of Chicago- semi-suite doubles, deluxe semi-suites, & single occupancy apartments
·18 E. Congress - double occupancy apartments & single occupancy apartments

If you sign a contract February 20th** will be eligible to receive a $250.00 rebate on their fall bill, and be
eligible for a raffle of prizes! (After February 20th, students will not be eligible for rebate or raffle)
There is $250.00 rebate on the fall bill for the first 300 students who sign contracts for housing.

A special T hanks to the following vendors fo r their generous donations during our contract ca mpaign:
Ace Hudwa re. Crow's Nest. BrundoArt Supply. Taste of Slam . Journey Education. Deli'Computers. Lowery McDonald . Boise- Offic:e Supply.
Hackney's. Quill Office:. Supply. Artist's Caft

Aid

for next year

starts now!
You must submit the Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA) every year that you want financia l aid.

When:
Some aid is awarded on a first-come, first-serve basis so we
encourage FAFSA completion before March 1st for priority
consideration.

Where:
Go to www.fafsa.ed.gov (step-by-step instructions are provided
on this site). We recommend the web-based form because it's
faster and more accurate. Columbia's school code is 00166S.
Paper FAFSA forms are available at Student Financial Services
at 600 S. Michigan, Room 303, Library at 624 S. Michigan, First
Floor, by the check-out counter and most Student Affairs Areas
in 623 S. Wabash.
Student Financial Aid Guides are also available at the above
paper FAFSA pick-up locations.

Questions:
Call Student Financial Services at 312.344.7140 or email
sfs@colum.edu
The Student Guide explains financial aid programs that the governme nt administers and
provides information on what you need to know about financial aid.
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Student political involvement hits slump
By Mark W. Anderaon
That's not necessarily due to lack l believe, is good," she said .
Associate E(jtor
of interest on the part of Columbia "Young people have the means to
In the midst of a hotly contested students, who typically hold jobs sway presidential elections, yet
election year arid with a number of while going to school.
they often don't vote."
political offices at stake, college
There are, however, opportuniChapa LaVia's belief in the
campuses might seem like a ties for Columbia students to importance of young people in
~campaigns ~ moderately
hotbed of political activity.
become involved. A voter registra- elections is supported by John V.
impoclant to me. When it gets
As it turns out, there is very little tion drive, held in conjunction with Moore, the interim chairman ofthe
closer, I' ll pay more attemiont
political activity to be found.
Operation PUSH and the Rainbow Illinois campaign of Democratic
The Illinois primaries are s lated Coalition, will take place Feb. 9 to presidential candidate Gen. Wesley
- Oiete'r Kirkwood, Senior ·
for March 16 for both the the Feb. 12 fTom II a.m. to 7 p.m. Clark. Moore, a part-time instruc• Fashion .Dcslgo
in
the
Marketing
Democratic presidential nominee in the lobby of the Wabash tor
and the general election candidates Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Communications Department at
for the U.S. Senate seat being Ave. The registration drive was Colwnbia, points out that, in presivacated by Peter Fitzgerald. While s~hed_uled to coincide with the dis- dential campaigns, getting every
some pollsters predict Sen. John tnbutJOn of U-PASS, taking place possible voter involved is critical.
Kerry (D-Mass.) might have the in the same building, and was
"The key to winning in Illinois is
momentum to lockup nomination organized in part by the Civic executing1etting out the vote
by the time the process gets to Engagement and Responsibi lity and making s ure everyone knows
Illinois, many people, including Committee-a group of facu lty, the candidate," he said. "Young
some on campus, believe the 2004 staff and students engaged in fos- people play an important role in
presidential election may be one of tering a sense of civic involvement that process."
Rafi Jarri, an Illinois spokesman
the most important in recent histo- across the college community.
ry.
. A nwnber of student organiza- for Kerry's campaign, puts an even
Throw in the relatively rare t1ons on campus, such as Not In finer point on it. "We've had a
occurrence of an open U.S. Senate Our Name, On The Ground and tremendous and very successful
seat, along with a set of issues that the Black Student Union, have a young person's campaign here in
look to be important to students, primary or partial focus on pol itics Illinois," he said. "In fact, young
and you've got a formula for a an~ political activity as part of people helped put Senator Kerry
heightened sense of political their purpose.
on the ballot in this state, by standawareness on campus. But
Kelse.Y Minor, a junior in the ing on street comers, working the
Colwnbia, perhaps like other col- Journalism Department, is a phones, working in the field-lege campuses across the nation, is Colwnbia student making a con- whatever it took to get the 4,000
experienc ing a Jack of political certed effort to be involved. Minor, signatures needed. We look to
activity, both in and outside its the p~esi~ent of Umoja, a student young voters to provide energy
walls.
orgamzat1on, and a. member of the 2an
~d~id~e~as~.c:";h~e~s~a~
id~·------~=======================::!_
"There's definitely less interest Black Student Union, will be I
[in pol itics] now than there has working on the voter registration
"'
ontinued'1'"-vm Fron! Page
been in the past," said John Moore, drive this week. He said that he
anticipate the rush period isn't online. Students also can tum a connected to that practice. He also
associate dean of Student Affairs. feels it's important to be involved
over yet."
profit if they sell their books back said bookstores have an unfair
' 'I'm not sure I
in politics at
advantage in the industry because
Since 1999, there has only been online.
know the reathe campus
The average student spends at colleges and universities work
a I 0 percent increase in the nwn"There's no doubt
1eve!.
son for it, but in
ber of shoppers at online book- least $600 a year on textbooks, together to get students money.
student participation hit
"It's importhe
30-plus
" At some colleges, there is a
Wei! credits the slow according to WeiI. He said the high
years I've been
a historically low level in tant to me, stores.
growth to the bust of the dot-com cost of textbooks is mainly deter- privilege to selling on campus
the late 1970s and never coming rrom bubble in the late 1990s and the mined by the publishers, not book- because they get a cut of the profit
here, there has
been a noticethe
Black
from the bookstores," he said.
traditional shopping habits of stu- stores.
really recovered."
S t u d e n t
able decline."
dents.
In 2002, NACS and the "There're more fingers in pot."
Reasons why
Union, to parFurthermore, colleges usually
of
American
He said that during the dot-com Association
stu-Scott Keeter. associate
ticipate," he
college
craze in the late '90s, a nwnber of Publishers reported that 32.3 per- offer their students incentive plans
dents are less
said. "Many
director orthe Pew Research
companies catered to students. cent of the total costs for textbooks or vouchers to help pay for books
active in poli'J
A f r ic a nHowever, none were successful go toward manufacturing, editing, in the campus bookstore.
Center for People and the Press Am e r i cans
tics these days
Columbia
sophomore
due to ignorance of student popu- paper, distribution, storage, record
are many, but
are registered
lations. Students weren't sure if keeping, billing and publishing Jacqueline Hatley said she realizes
there's
no
to vote but
books were in stock, and they did- fees. Additionally, 15.4 percent of online textbooks are often cheaper.
doubt that in some places the polit- don't actually end up voting. As
n't care about price discounts since textbook cost is generated by the However, she receives assistance
ical process seems to have passed well, if young people are aware of
parents mainly paid for their publisher's marketing costs.
through financial aid to make puryoung people by. Despite the high politics when they're young, when
books.
But Loyola said online purchas- chases at the bookstore.
media· profi le many young people they get o lder, they' ll have less
Columbia freshman, Arace li es are cheaper because providers
"I would buy my books online,
have held in the Democratic presi- problems figuring out what's going
Munoz, 20, said she doesn't worry don't have faci lities. Therefore, because these prices are astronomdential primary campaign of for- on."
about bookstore prices because the they don't charge upkeep fees.
ically high [at the bookstore]. But l
mer Vermont Gov. Howard Dean,
Keeter disagrees. He notes that
"Many times, these places don't get a $200 book voucher rrom
college's bookstore is trouble free.
college students across the country historically "young people are less
"It's less of a hassle here," she even have a storage facility or the financial aid to purchase books
are reported to be less engaged politically active than older people.
said of Columbia's bookstore. "I books are used and come from reg- only at this store," she said.
than they have been at times in the As they move out of high school
can get my books on time, and I ular people. You don't have to pay
According to Loyola, the textpast, such as the 1960s or the and into older years, however, they
know what I'm buying, plus my some publisher or store tax," book market is forever changing
nuclear disarmament campaigns of develop a higher attachment to
parents buy my books for me."
Loyola said.
because of the yearly influx of
the 1980s.
politics and the way it affects their
Accord ing to NACS, Internet
He also said students don't have freshmen who don't often know of
"There's no doubt student par- life."
sites offering textbooks and course to worry about running out of other options for purchasing textticipation hit a historically low
Others outside of campus are
materials rated a distant third last books online because they can books. But now that bookstores
level in the late 1970s and never looking to change the level of colyear. And despite aggressive draw from the entire country.
realize there are a growing nwnber
really recovered," said Scott lege student involvement in poliadvertising campaigns fostering
However, NAcs· officials said of online competitors, they have
Kectcr, an associate director of the tics. For example, Linda Chapa
the use of online resources, book- one reason online booksellers can begun to launch their own webPew Research Center for People La Via, a Democratic state represtore revenue and customer fre- charge lower prices is that the sites. Ewert said Follett launched
and the Press who specializes in sentative from Aurora, introduced
quency remained unfazed.
Internet has made it possible for its website in 1999 because "it was
civic engagement among youth. a bi ll into the Illinois legislature
Critics agree there has been no foreign wholesalers and distribu- the thing to do at the time." But the
" We don't find that kids come out des igned to encourage college
real significant growth in online tors to sell books cheaper to U.S. majority of Follett's textbook purof high school and into co llege admin istrators to take steps needed
textbook purchases. llowever, consumers.
chases still come fTom their stores.
with a high level of political to sign students up to vote when
they warn that bookstores gouge
In a 2003 statement concerning
Regardless of recent nwnbers,
awareness."
they register for college. The
students with extremely high overseas bookselling, NACS calls the online market will continue to
On Columbia's campus, signs measure is running into opposition
prices because of a lack of com- upon U.S. publishers to take grow because upperclassmen are
of traditional polit ical activityfrom those who fear passage will
petitors.
immediate action to stop this prac- increasingly using their services,
s uch as a ca mpus Young req uire additional staffing o r
Steve
Loyola,
CEO
of tice. They claim it hanns the col- according to Loyola.
Democrat or Young Republican expenditures on the part of colwww.Bestbookbuys.com,
an lege stores and the students they
"The word is out, books are
club, organized .political discus- leges and universities. But Chapa
online price comparison shopping serve.
cheaper online. But it's just going
sions, leaflets and flyers of a polit- La Via feels it 's an important initiasite for college students, said stuBut Loyola said that while there to take more word of mouth
ical nature or teach-ings about tive.
dents can save 30 to 40 percent or is the option to buy textbooks through seniors and graduate stupolitical issue11--arc rarely seen.
" We need to get students to vote,
more on textbooks if they shop overseas, his company is in no way dents who nre increasingly using
and anything that will help do that,

Books+o·re c
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago

Wed. Feb.11

Student Jam
with Gary Yerkins
12:30 PM
All events are free. For more info: 312/344-6300
Music Center pianos provided by Ortigara's Musicville, Inc.

chain stores presc
Reliable & friendly customer
service
• Reasonably priced OTC
medicines
Prescription pickup for
seniors
• Vitamin sales
• Best of all dose to
home &

Wl DELIVER

lERS
Store Hours:
M-F 9:30.9:00
Sat 9:00.9:00
Sun 11 :00.5:00

Jt
.,.

Ro'v

:r

Pharmacy Hours:
M-F 9:30.7:00
Sat 9:00-3:00
Sun. CLOSED

PHARMACY
312.663.9313

Teach kids ages 9 to 16 the creative and
technical aspeds of video production.
Chi's professional studios are set in
a fun, laid-back environment
that inspires creative work.
Product and edit campu videos
rt'Qln campus in camua optration,
tdltlng, sound, storyboardlng, lighting,
prodi/Cflon Clnd sptc/DI tff«ts
Dig/taltqulpmtnt lndudes
CanonXL1 ondSonyM/nlD'I

721 S. Dearborn • Chicago, IL • 60605

We also DEUVER:
Wine & Beer CigoreHes & Cigars Sna<ks &
Candles & ln<ense Alka Seltzer & Vitamins Milk & Eggs
Toilet Paper & lysol BoHeries & Bubble Both & Film.

Apply on-line at www.campchi.com or call
847.272.2301 to request an application.
Camp Chi is the co·td overnight camp ofthe J((J ofChicago locottd in the Wisconsin Dells.
Camp runs from Mid-June-Mid-August.

GReaT SaLaRY I COOL PeOPLe
unBeaTaBLe exPeRience

~
CAJ.\P

CHI
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For many of you, welcome back. For others, this is your first college experience or your first college experience at Columbia. Regardless if you are new, a transfer or returning student, we welcome all of you.
Here, as our M ission statement demands, we prepare our students to "communica te creatively" and "shap e the public's perceptions of issues and events," to
"author the culture of their tim es." Columbia enrolls students who "reflect the economic, racial, cultural a nd educational diversity of contemporary America." We recognize that we serve an "important civic purpose by active engagement in the life and
culture of the City of Chicago."
Here at Columbia, you will find opportunities for such engagement. You'll find
photographic and art galleries, a music center, a world-class dance center, a professional-quality theater, numerous experimental theater spaces and auditoriums,
cabaret-style venues, award-winning fiction and poetry publications, a campus-based
radio station, a Columbia College television station, a truly outstanding student newspaper, and research resources like the Center for Black Music Research and the
Center for Arts Policy - all with public programs. With these programs, we are not
only encouraging free expression, as freely and wholly as we can, but we are also
maintaining vital connections with the daily lives of our neighbors.
As you begin a new semester of work, I invite you to work hard, to make the
most of the opportunities· that you'll discover here. And I especially invite you to
expand your intellectual and artistic horizons. Get involved. Help author the culture
of your times .. . !
Have a rewarding and productive semester.

~-Warrick L."Carter
President
~.
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NATIONAL CAMPus NEWS
White House reports it received ricin

10

·

0 FBI investigates possible bioterrorism plot
By Seth Borenstein and Sumana ChatterJee panyi_ng letter protested a new
Knight Ridder Newspapers
truckmg law that went into
effect in January and warned
of future attacks.
(KRT) WASHINGTON- As
Senators interviewed Feb. 3
investigators tried to hunt down
the source of the toxin ricin that said they worried that the attack
was found in a Senate leader's may be re lated to AI Qaeda
mailroom Feb. 3, officials because, in January 2003, British.
acknowledged that the poison authorities discovered ricin in a
also was mailed to the White London apartment that had been
rented to associates of the terrorHouse late last year.
The disclosures mean that the ist network. However, a number
FBI and others are investigating of domestic extremists also have
whether a string of incidents in experimented w ith the poison or
w hich ricin was discovered in threatened to use it.
The November letter, which
the United States and abroad
means that bioterrorists we re . was intercepted at an off-site
using the U.S. mail to di stribute handling facility, never reached
the White House, according to a
a lethal poison . .
Capitol Police confirmed Feb. law enforcement official who
3 that the whi te powdery sub- s poke on the conditi on of
stance found in the mail of anonymity. It contained a fine,
Senate Majority Leader Bill powdery substance that posed no
Frist, (R-Tenn.), was ricin, a health threat because it wasn't
toxin derived from the castor very potent and was too granular
bean used or made by AI Qaeda to be inhaled.
No one was hurt in any of the
and domestic terrorists.
The confirmation was fo l- four cases.
Senate leader~ called the ricin
lowed by the government's d isclosure that ricin was also found sent to them a criminal and terin mail bound for the White rorist act:
While Senate offices were
House in November 2003.
According to a senior law closed, staffers worked out of
enforcement official, the FB I is cramped quarters in the Capitol.
trying to determine whether the Senators could go into their
rici n in Washington, D.C., is offices in the Dirksen Senate
related to the vial of ricin found Office Building, unlike when the
in October at a Greenville, S.C., offices were sealed off during
postal facility. The FBI has post- the 200 I anthrax attack.
Exposed employees were
ed a $100,000 reward for information in that case. An accom- watc)led for the following 48 to

SENATE

The U.S. C apito l do me is
reflected iil a doo rwa y of the
close d Rus s ell Senate Office
Building on We dnesday, Feb.
4. All S enate office building s
were evacuate d .
72 hours for any signs that they
contracted a fata l case of poisoning. So far, except for a police
officer sent home for what may.
be stress-related chest pains, no
one has been sickened, said
Frist, who's a doctor.
" Every body's doing fine,"
Frist said in a Feb. 3 news conference. "We've come a long
way since anthrax." ·
Scientists at the U.S. Army

Medical Research Institute of research suggests that it takes
Infectious Diseases in Fort only three milligrams-about
Detrick, Md., will likely con- one ten-thousandth of an
duct tests on the ricin to check ounce-of inhaled ricin powder
composition to kill the average person.
its chemical
against other samples of the
Tests will determine whether
toxin, said spokesman Chuck the ricin found last Monday was
Dasey. The government has ground finely enough to make it
samples found at AI Qaeda easy to inhale.
training camps in Afghanistan.
While experts say ricin is relaT here's probably enough tively ~imple to make--it comes
ricin dust collected by investi- from castor beans wit!\ recipes
gators in Frist's office to make publicly available-it hasn't
genetic comparisons, said Dr. been used often. The trouble is
John Osterloh , a tox icologist that it's not easily turned into a
for the Centers for Disease weapon, said Gary Ackerman,
Control and Prevention who's deputy director for the chemical
working the case.
·
and biological weapon program
A bout a tablespoon of pow- at the Monterey Institute for
dery ricin was found on a coun- International Studies.
tertop in Frist's mailroomon
"The potential for mass casuFeb. 2 afternoon where an alty is not as dangerous as the
intern noticed it and alerted the anthrax," Ackerman said. " Ricin
police.
· is developed by all sorts of peoOfficers isolated about 40 ple, even·people who didn't get a
Senate staffers and forced some high school education."
of them to remove their clothes,
T he letter found in South
to be hosed down with water and Carolina was signed " Fallen
to change into white body suits. Angel" and complained of a new
T heir clothes were incinerated to federal trucking law that went
avoid c·o ntaminating other peo- into effect Jan. 4 mandating
ple or surfaces. Police will be truck drivers rest more every 24
confiscating· and burning all mail hours.
sent to all 535 lawmakers and to
The letter stated: " I have easy
other offices in the Capitol access to castor pul p. If my
building.
demand is dismissed l"' m capable
Ricin is a toxin that kills by of making ricin."
causing cell and organ failure.
In the last few days, the FBI
Usually it's injected into a per- has sent out letters to thousands
son, but it can be lethal when of people in South Carolina and
eaten or inhaled. No studies Georg ia ask ing for help on that
show how much inhaled ricin case.
would kill a ·person, but animal

Experts say 'New Literacy' could replace
traditional reading in the 21st century
By Elbert Starks Ill
Knight Ridder New;papers
(KRT) AKRON, Ohio-It's
easy to define literate as "able to
read and write."
What happens, however, if the
recognized tools for literacy, such
as books, penc ils and paper, g ive
way to Internet chats with streaming video?
What if, in the age of text messaging and 250 Television channels, youths grow increasingly
disconnected from the printed
word and find other ways to
process information and communicate?
Once upon a time, hieroglyphics were a standard for literacy.
Now, the modifier for that standard is usually "ancient."
A concept being discussed in
some quarters, and taught and .
implemented in others, is called
New Literacy.
Dr. William Kist, a professor at
Kent State University's Stark
Campus, is a proponent of the
method. He has researched New
Literacy extensively, written
papers and an upcoming book on
the subject~ .tetlChrS" ifto nis
students.
~! '·~ .
!..liJ
.l
New LJteracy as several definitions, but OflC theme stan~s qut:
The ability to process information
and apply knowledge is as important, if not more vital, than the
· traditiomil teachings of reading,
writing and math.
" I would say, in a nutshell , the
theory is that we human beings
are going to read in a different
manner in the 21st century than

r

we did in the 20th century," Kist
said."We are going to spend more
time in front of a screen than we
spent in front of a page."
"Now that doesn' t mean that
we're not going to need to have to
know how to read print. That's
absolutely imperative," Kist said.
"However, this theory ... is saying
that the way we read and write is
going to be different. It's going to

be nonlinear."
Nonlinear reading? New
Literacy? Are these simply esoteric terms with vague meanings?
If you use the Internet regularly at work or at home, the answer
is no. If you play video games
on line, interacting with other
players using created characters,
you're already doing it.
Consider: You go online to
look up the score from your
favorite team's last game. While
browsing, you check a link detailing Britney Spears' latest
exploits, which leads you to a link
about li festy les, which prompts
you to plan your next vacation
using a travel-based website.
Oh, wait. Why d id you get on
the Internet in the first place?
That is an example of nonlinear
reading, where the path of the

information search is determined
by the seeker.
"Do you remember those
books, Choose Your Own
Adventures?" Kist said. "That's
what reading is going to be more
like. When you read a book, most
people are reading from left to
right, start.to finish.
"Whereas if you hit on a website,every person's experience
with a website is going to be different. No one is going to click on
the same links in exactly the same
order."
A 2002 summit held in Berlin
set out to define basic tenets for
the 2 1st century, using New
Literacy. There were fi ve types of
literacies promoted : technology,
information, media creativity,
global and literacy w ith responsibility.
• In essence, the contention was
that reading and writing needed
to be taught in conjunction with
these new concepts, because the
ability to find and then understand information- as well as
being able to sift through and discard any unneeded excess-will
begin to define how youths learn
in the future.
But how w ill those students be
taught, and by whom?
Kist lectures people who are
majoring in education about traditional methods of teachingthe kind based on required reading, homework and quizzeswhere standardized testing can be
used as an indicator of achievement.
I lowever, Kist also explains to
See Read, Page 11
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Graveyard nicknamed 'Body Fann' actS
as crime scene classroom for students
By Wanda J. Demarzo
Knight Rildef Newspapers

Video footage of 11-year-old Carlie Brucia, led away from a
car wash in Sarasota, Fla., Feb. 1. Her body was found
Feb. 6., two miles from where she was abducted .

Read

Continued from Page 10

the prospective teachers how to
use alternative methods of reaching students. Some of Kist's students already are trying some of
these methods, using dig ital
media such as MP3 files, the
Internet, an and fi lm to enhance
learning.
"The paper-penci l assessment
will a lways be around," said
Tracy Knisely, 33, an education
major from Nonh Canton, Ohio.
"But that doesn't mean other
things can't be used, that methods
won't evolve."
" It's not about being new
schoo l or o ld school," said
Michael Manholt, 22, from
Suffie ld Township, Ohio. "It's
just another way of teaching, a

tool. Maybe it's not something
you use in every lesson. Bot
you're just trying to reach the
kids."
A group o f Kist's adult students
agreed that children exposed to
alternative methods of learning
tended to be enthusiastic, as well,
since not every youngster enjoys
reading. Those are the students
that New Literacy doesn 't want to
leave behind
"A picture is worth a thousand
words," said Christine Ostapack
of Jackson Township, Ohio, an
education major, citing an exampie of how learning can be different. "Writing a repon from an
encyclopedia doesn't guarantee
you learned something, either"

-=====================:::=:::=~~
r

Sex ed

Continued from Page 10

ceeded in compelling the
Legislature to adopt a policy on
the use of explicit materials in
the classroom.
·Wagle hoped the requirement
would force Kansas to spell o ut
what; specifically, were acceptable discussion topics in classes
such as Dailey's. Bot university
administrators responded to the
state mandate with a generic
academic freedom
policy,
declaring that "students are entitled to an atmosphere conducive
to teaming."
"Ask a siupid question and get
a stupid answer," said Andy
Knopp, Kansas' student senate
p.residen!. ''Certainly the university has to be accountable, but
it's a disaster to get the
Legislature involved in wbat
goes on in each classroom."
However, the same undergrads who advocate the right to
study sexuality apparently have
a limited appetite for a "Women
of KU'' calendar that features
their peers in various st;ttes of
undress.
Though the local newspaper
has produced the calendar for a
few years, the 2004 version
shows more • skin and more
University landmarks. Moving

•·
the rex'} photo shoots onto cam·
J1us le'ft some with the impres,,
sion that it was a universitysanctioned product. '
"People feel like it gives KU a
black eye," Knopp said.
Since Kansas is a public
scboo~ the company did not
need permission to shoot on
campus. The university, howe"-:
er, is trying to figure out how to
kee_p it from happening ln the
future.
Stil~ rex appears to be selling,
as some Lawrence stores ran out
of the $9.95 calendars.
Questions about whether the
"Women of KU" crosred tho
line have drummed up suppon
for a <jucJ;i,n g calendar that featores brains, not breasts. Dubbed
the ' 'KU Women of Distinction"
calendar, it's due out this month
and will feature academic and
athletic standouts, administrators and civic leaders, aU in
modest attire.
"These women represent all
of tbe women of KU," said
Diana Calkins, a student and the
program. coordinator for the
Emily
Taylor
Women's
Resource Center, which is producing the calendar.

Forensic Academy at UTKnoxville. Dr. William Bass Ill, a
forensic anthropologist, founded
the center.
Students are sent to the academy for 10-week seminars, two
days of which are spent on the
Body Farm.
Bass is known throughout the
forensic world for his ability to
divine truths from the most cryptic skeletal remains. Working with
just 12 tiny bones, Bass was able
to confirm-50 years after the
fact-that the bones purponed to

(KRT) KNOXVILLE, Tenn. There are bones in the bushes and
corpses under trees. Decaying
cadavers recline in shallow
graves, awaiting discovery, exhumation and reburial, an endless
cycle of death.
Rest in peace? Not these weary
bones.
The Anthropology Research
Faci lity at the University o f
Tennessee is almost surely
America's most unusual graveyard. Most people who know it at
all know it by its nickname: the
Body Farm.
Here, overlooking the scenic,
winding Tennessee River, forensic
science meets old-fash ioned,
shoe-leather police · work in an
outdoor classroom. Teams of
police officers, FB I agents and
crime-scene investigators from
around the nation, including be those of Charles Lindbergh Jr.,
South Florida, gather to be trained kidnapped and slain in !932, were
to locate human remains- and to indeed the genuine anicle.
read the telltale signs that may
Bass conceived the idea for the
ultimately reveal how, when and facility in 197 1. It staned as a onewhere a person was ki lled.
acre plot, formerly the site of an
It's pan science, part scavenger old pig barn. That's when forensic
hunt. In the s ummertime, the science was in its infancy, before
sweet, cloying smell of death is a fascination with the dead spawned
constant rem inder of what lurks.
a pair of CSI-therned television
On her first day at the Body shows and various movies. The
Farm-so dubbed by crime novel- original location was a 45-minute
ist Patricia Cornwell, who named trip from the campus, so Bass
a book after it -Hollywood requested a relocation. He got his
crime-scene technician Dale wish-1.5 acres nestled in a glen
Allison traipsed around the prop- of maple and oak trees behind the
eny with a gaggle of classmates. university's medical center.
The next day, they broke into
He also wanted more bodies,
smaller groups, each assigned to and he got them.
find the body concealed at a des"John Doe" corpses end up at
ign~ted location. ·
the Body Farm if they go
"Our body was easy to find unclaimed at the county morgue
because an animal had dragged a for more than six months. But
large bone out of the ground," .John and Jane Does aren't the
All ison said. "! thought there only ones who repose there. Now
would be a lot of fl ies and bugs, and again, people call Lee Jantz,
but all ' there was around was curator of the Body Farm, and
bees."
offer their own remains, which the
The Body Farm-secured by a doctor will pick up personally
tall, barbed-wire fence and moni- when the time comes to do so.
tored by video cameras because
She tries to honor any last
students were making midnight ·requests regarding where and how
forays into the macabre setting- the remains are positioned.
b b
1·s but a part of the National
"Sometimes, my jo
ecomes

II.------ -- -- - - - - - - - - -
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very hard for me," Jantz said. "!
get emotionally attached because
these are people I've spoken with.
1 know their families. 1 make sure
they are treated with dignity."
In their time at the Bodv Fam1.
officers and crime-scene ·investigators leam the delicate m1 of sifting through soil that may contain
human remains. They are shown
how to work in a grid pattem, the
technique for tracing bones that
may have been scattered by foraging animals, and how to find and
preserve evidence that may indicate the time of death.
You can leam a lot about the
time of death from examining the
insects infesting a cadaver. The
heav ier a person is, the faster he or
she decomposes. Weather also
plays a critical role in aging a
corpse. In a desen climate, people
tend to mummifY and become
leathery as time passes. In a
humid, South Floridalike climate
... you don't want to know.
"Time of death is critical," said
Anthony Fal setti, a forensic
anthropologist and director of the
C.A. Pound !Iuman Identification
Laboratory at the University of
Flo rida. That's because it can
impeach or uphold a suspect's
alibi.
As anyone who has read a
·Miami crime nove l (or newspaper) knows, bodies have been
foun d in the strangest places.
They tum up in refrigerator crates,
accordioned in suitcases by the
roadside, stuffed in storage containers, and built into hastilyremodeled closet additions.
Recently, Body Fann graduates
Dale Allison and Sue Courtney of
the llollywood Police Department
got to try out their newfound
knowledge when a prison inmate
said he had murdered a teenage
girl and buried her in a vacant lot
along the tumpike in l lollywood,
Fla.
After police excavated for two
days, the prisoner fessed up that it
was a ll a hoax.
Allison and Counney had to
call Com well with the bad news.
But it could end up as a chapter in
Comwell's next book.
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spaces

Reception: Wednesday, February 11, 5 - 7pm
Works In a variety of media curated by the Arts Community student
organization. Arts Community Is a recognized student organization dedicated to
preparing Art & Design students for professional life
In the greater art community.
~.,... ,,,::.

BLACK IMAGES ON SCREEN
Reception: Friday, February 13, 5 - 8 pm
In conjunction with African-American Herltaee Month, Glan Curtain Gallery Is
proud to present this exhibition, curated by photo,rapher and Columbia
Colleee Chlcaeo alumnua Raahld Johnaon. Black lmaeea on Screen explore•
African-American Identity, race laauea, and •rtlatlc vlalon throu&h the media of
film and televlalon.
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MC Free Style
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What is .C33?
C33 is the newest of the C-Spaces, the student centers and galleries of Columbia
College Chicago, remodeled in the summer of 2003. It is the gallery in 33 E.
Congress on the ground floor -- the newest meeting place for the Columbia family!

What are the hours at C33?
Monday - Thursday: 9am - 7pm
Friday: 9am- Spm
Saturday: By appointment

What is C33 for?
C33 is a space for students to curate exhibitions and for organizations and
departments to host student ev~nts as well as a place to congregate, study, and
chill out between classes. It's a space for the students at Columbia College
Chicago.

What's happening at C33 this month?
January 26- February 25 (hours the same as gallery hours)
Shelter, an exhibition of installation, sculpture, photography, and other 20 works
by Arts Community. Arts Community is a recognized student organization that
prepares Art & Design students for professional life i~ the greater art community.
Wednesday, February 11, 5pm - 7pm
Shelter Exhibition Reception
Free food and drink
Every Monday this semester, 7pm- 9pm
Starting February 18
Poetry Open Mic Reading
Hosted by Stl!dent Leadership

How do I reserve C33? .
Call Ted Cho, C-Spaces' Tech and Program
Manager to book events. If you're interested in
curating an exhibition, download the form
from our website at www.colum.edu/spaces
or contact the Hokin Center at 312-344-7696 .

spaces
the student centers and galleries
of

columbia college chicago

~ Applications

are now available for
this unique ·sc.hola rsh i p program.

Scholarship winners receive:

• Grants
Up to $ 3000 to help complete projects in all fields
of the arts and communications

• Opportunities
To work with leading professional in Chicago's
communications industry

• Spring Showcases
In the Hokin Gallery

Learn more and pick up an application by visiting:
Student Activities
623 S. Wabash -Suite 313
312.344.7459

C-Spaces Galleries
312.344.7696

http:/jwww.colum.edujstudent-affairsjstudent_life

Application Deadline : April 5, 2004
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Exposure

Grading system more minuses than pluses
In the world of elementary school
academics, every kid knows there's a
world of difference between a B-and
a C+ report card. AB means "above
average" or "satisfactory" work; A C
means you' re just, well, average.
Such pluses and minuses are a way
of life for_students in their first 13
years of education. Future Columbia
students now can tack on at least
another four.
Starting with last semester's report
card, students at Columbia are graded
within a new, plus/minus grade matrix

just like their days in high school.
Under the new system, an A is valued at four points in a student's GPA.
An A- is 3.7 points, a B• is 3.3 points,
a n is three points and so on.
The system does not change what
constitutes a grade per se; instructors

can still theoretically grade using the
old A, B, C and D system.
But what it does for students is
allow instructors to more accurately
grade student performance.
Under the old system, when a student was in the gray area between,
say, an A and a B, instructors faced
either inflating or deflating a student's
grade to one that they may not
deserve.
Now, instructors can precisely indicate how a student performed during
their 15 weeks together. School officials who made the decision to switch
the grading system said they did it to
benefit students, who will be able to

more accurately gauge their job.
The Chronicle wholly supports
efforts to effectively communicate
where students can improve.

Unfortunately, that's not what the
college's administrators are practicing.
Like many of the policy changes that
go into effect each semester, the new
GPA system seemed to fly below the
radar for much of the student body.
The GPA change was simply never
properly announced.
Thus, some students who viewed
their grades during semester break
might have been surprised to see their
new GPAs, which arc now broken into
thirds. For those uninitiated, the new
GPAs might have seemed artificially
lower than expected.
In reality, the fact that students saw
their grades at all is quite an achievement. With little fanfare, the college
will switch next semester to web-<>nly
grades. Then students must log onto
OASIS to check their new, plus/minus
grades.
The problem is, none of this was
effectively communicated to the student masses. It was a surprise. For the
self-purported "premier visual, performing, media and communications
arts college" in the counll)', it's
remarkable what a mediocre job
Columbia does with communicating
with its main source of income: the

students.
The college should have given its
more than 9,000 investors a heads up.

For college students, grades are like a
paycheck. Students work hard for
many hours on end for the simple
reward of a piece of paper.
Would Columbia's administrators
like the college to start fiddling with
the way the amount of their paychecks
arc determined without telling anyone?

We think not.
Sometimes mailings are not
enough. Addresses change and people
move on. raising a serious roadblock
for effective communications.

Of course, this may be a moot
point. This is Columbia after all, a
place where the emphasis is placed
less on individual grades and more on
the development of the individual.
But there still are some students
and, more importantly, parents {the
folks who are often in charge of paying for school) who take grades very
seriously. Such inconsistencies in
grades present a big problem for students trying to explain why their
GPAs dropped haifa point in 15
weeks.
Then again, The Chronicle realizes
such concessions are hardly the norm
for schools of higher education. And
they're plain missing from the place
Columbia's supposed to be preparing
us for: the real world. In that world,
the difference between a B- and a C+
does reflect in your paycheck ... and
whether or hot you receive one at all.

Jackson's slip pales in comparison to CBS's
There's an old saying: When
you're the boss, everything is your
fau lt. The truth of this is debatable;
if there's one thing we learn early
on, it's that crap trickles downhill.
After the debacle of Super Bowl
Sunday, however, we may learn
how far downhill it slides.
The issue here is not merely one
of an exposed breast, albeit briefly.
The issue is one of hypocrisy,
because you' re all probably quite
sick of seeing and hearing about
Janet Jackson's secondary sex
organs.
Currently, the Federal
Communications Commission is
investigating the incident, stating
that CBS will probably be fined at
least $27,000 for the unfortunate
slip. If it chooses to fine every one
of CBS' affiliates across the country, the amount could reach into the
millions.
Why all the hoopla about a
briefly exposed breast? They did,
after all, air several ads for Viagra,

as well as numerous suggestive
spots featuring scantily-<:lad
women hawking various products.
Perhaps the devil is in the details.
But that isn't what you should be
concerned about.
A few weeks prior to the game,
CBS announced it would not air
the wirmer ofMoveOn.org's "Bush
in 30 Seconds" contest, an ad entitled "Child's Play" that criticizes
President George Bush's handling
of the federal deficit. CBS claimed
the ad was too topical for its network. Yet, CBS aired ads equating
marijuana use with terrorism, paid
for with taxpayer money, as well as
a tacky pre:show salute to the victims of the Columbia space shuttle
tragedy. Both seemed to be quite
topical, as well as in poor taste.
The question is whether CBS is
guilty of hypocrisy or simple inconsistency. CBS has long been the
most conservative of the major networks; much of its programming is
aimed at rest home patrons and the

intellectually crippled. ("Touched
by an Angel," anyone?) The hetwork has always strayed from anything with the slightest whiff of
controversy or creative integrity.
However, someone apparently
made the decision that a halftime
show produced by MTV- a CBS
sister network- would be "hip and
cool." Perhaps network representatives aimed to lure some of that
younger demographic they've
heard so much about before their
core audience dies off.
The assumption that Super Bowl
spectators would be enraged by
having political commentary interrupt their regular media bombardment of Anheuser-Busch swill and
fatteni ng chemical drippings is
insulting in a manner that no
exposed boob can approach.
CBS may be undeserving of the
heavy fine levied against it, but in
light of its cowardice, it is a sickly
satisfYing karmic-kick in the teeth.
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The nexus between oil and Paris
Brlan Cronin

The Babson Free Press (Babson Ccllege)
(U-WI RE) BABSON PARI(
Mass. -In the diplomatic lexicon, allies are the nations who
stab you in the front, not the
back. It is critical to remember
that as we consider the role of
the French--ilne of our most
"valuable allies" in Western
Europe.
Combining its still white-hot
ambition to take over Europe
with socialist economics, a
fai led health care system that
killed thousands, a collapsing
conventional military and a
burgeoning nuclear force,
France took a clear side when
the United States decided to
liberate the people of Iraq in
March 2003.
The country took the s ide of
Saddarn Hussein, the Butcher
of Baghdad. All of this, howeve r, is water under the bridge for
our trustworthy allies.
The French Defense Minister
j ust visited the Pentagon- site
of one of the 9/ 11 attacks-to
rail against American hyperpower: that American troops do
not run at the first s ign of an
opposing [German] army.
Unfortunate ly, Pentagon representatives did not put
Defense Minister AlliotMichele in front of the hole
caused by the fatefu l attack,
nor did she take many notes
from Defense Secretary
Rumsfeld on terror--iln 9/ 11
he raced into the names to save
people. Alliot-Michele was .
instrumental in the response to
the attacks, though l a m sure
that she wrote a tersely worded
opinion column in Le Monde
agai nst America whil e
Americans led the world
against terror.
At this point, it is important

to ask, " Why do they hate us
so?" or " What is the root cause
of their blind hatred for us?" or
" Why are they so opposed to
freedom?" and other questions
that explore French perfidy and
impotence.
The answer is clear-the
French are motivated by thei r
faith. That is, their unswerving
faith in state power and money.
Damning new evidence, as corroborated by United Press
International, last week
revealed: " Documents from
Saddam Hussein's oil ministry
reveal he used oil to bribe top
French officials into opposing
the imminent U.S.-led invasion
of Iraq."
That is not all. Documents
and pictures have surfaced of
French Prime Minister Jacques
Chirac signing a nuclear development accord with Saddam
Hussein in the late 1970s. The
plan was thwarted when the
Israeli Air Force destroyed the
nuclear complex, creating a
groundswell of international
disgrace led by- you guessed
it-the French government.
Thus, France can be seen as an
enabler and distributor of
weapons of mass destruction
and their related technologies
to the worst d ictators and terrorists. With allies like that...
Fortunately, there is hope. As
the Iraqi Governing Council
prepares to investigate, Counci l
Member Nasser Chaderji promised a full investigation into the
French government. It is time
Ame rica steps aside and allows
a free and independent Iraq to
conduct a full and thorough
invest igation of Chirac'ssupport for the Saddam regime .
Only under the light of the
internatio nal community can
France be taught a lesson that it
wi II not soon forget.
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Bracing for a hard winter
Adam J. Ferfnaton
Commentary Editor
"The boundaries of our country, sir? Why sir, on the north
we are bounded by the Aurora
Borealis, on the east we are
bounded by the rising sun, on
the south we are bounded by
the procession of the
Equinoxes, and on the west by
the Day of Judgment."

-The American Joe Miller's
Jest Book
In the middle ages, during
the dark times when the winters
were long and our old kinsmen
huddled by the smoldering fires
and scraped what little they had
from hand to mouth, it was said
a person might never stray
beyond the borders of his or
her village; four or five miles
clear as the crow fl ies on a
bright day.
You were born into this
world, lucky if you survived
the first few bitter winters, only
to spend your waking days at
hard labor, scratching out a Jiving for yourself and the people
bound to you by blood and
cruel circumstance. You married or were bartered away for
a small dowry, no more than a
pittance for a few eager
mouths. Holidays and Sunday
mornings spent under the
watchful and stem eye of the
autocratic church-its political
power a bastard simile indecipherable from the pitiless rule
of law masquarading as charity-were your only respite.
When disease, cold and the
slow, gnarled hand of time
became too heavy, you were
consigned to the loam and marl
from whence you carne.
Such was the way of the
world for many years.
All good politics are local,
as the saying goes. This probably stems from the aforementioned epoch when conditions
dictated by a singular entity,
ruhng body or official of some
sort, was elected to ensure that
things continued as such. You
could go about your business of

scraping out a poor
existence before you
died in peace, if you
were lucky. It continues today.
The business of
politics hasn't
changed much in
thousands of years.
Empires still rise and
fall; yet their leaders
seem to stay on top,
and the world moves
on. Our concerns are
no longer that of
plague and war parties. We have traded
concerns of maladjusted tribal angst for
soft com forts: pelts
for Prada; a wan
mule for gas-guzzling
SUVs; thatch for
slate; peat for central
heating. We have
consigned our murderous dealings for
soft bigotry. Even
though we travel
effortlessly across the
globe, we still remain
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in our own small corner of the world.
And therein lies the problem.
The age of imperialism is
over. B Jood for rum and cotton
are, at best, impolite. Still we
hoist the banner of our country
high, ignoring our participation
in the world's dealings unless
they directly affect us, because
we are blessed with nationality.
Our borders have expanded,
breaking down philosophies of
commerce, and our village is
no longer as tiny as it once
was. The world has changed.
But politics remain the same.
Yet there is a great swell of
apathy, a desperate clinging to
the old ways, and not just
among the older generation. It
is my generation that is guilty
of this, the young who are more
concerned with the pursuit of
the finer things in life than our
influence on the world. We
have become mongrels.
We have every reason to be
angry, to stomp and scream and
bum the old world. We are the
ones who fight the wars, fill the

Ryan DugganfThe Chronicle

coffers of the industries that
poison and raze the land, keep
the status quo humming like
clockwork. And yet, nothing.
Voter turnout is at an all-time
low; less than 50 percent o f
registered voters bother to cast
ballots in any given election.
And we are poorer for it.
This year, in particular, we
should be concerned. We have
watched our good name be
trampled, heard many promises
broken and seen our prosperity
trickle away like rainwater in a
drain. There is a great crash of
anger to be sure, but no unity,
no strong front. We are divided,
squabbling among ourselves
like carrion beetles over a rotted carcass.
I suppose I should not Jay all
the blame on you; our leadership is splintered and scattered.
Our statesmen march to war
clad in battered armor, their
weapons dull and unrefined.
The steeds that bear them, their
platforms of appeasement and
abstract policy, are tired and

worn, and they tilt windmi lls
along the way. Meanwhile the
enemy sits in his fortress, his
war chest swell ing as his followers spread lies, renown for
invisible deeds. He tells chi ldren's stories and spreads
rumors of foul deeds to the east
while we tremble with fear and
faith.
We must walk past the
boundaries of our villages and
tread paths Jess traveled if we
are to win this fight come fall.
Our apathy must g ive way to a
concord of interests, no matter
how slight they may seem; o ld
feuds must be forgotten. Pride
is a superfluous burden now.
Our defeat, should we fail, will
signal the breaking of our
country. All our soft comforts
will not mend us.
Our village has survived this
long, and it must continue to do
so. But we must stray beyond
old ways, for perhaps mi les.
If we don't, the next winter
may be much harder than we
can imagine.

Face the public: The Chronicle photo poll
Question: What did you think of Janet Jackson's."indiscretion?"
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"I don't think it's a big
deal. It's almost expected (of
her)."

"That was great. Not offensive at all."

" I didn't think it was that big
of a deal."

- Brenda Perez
Sophomore, Photog raphy

--Jose Tapia
Freshma n, Film & Video

-Am a nda Mitchell
Freshman, Media
Management

"I'm not losing any sleep."

-Sharod S mith
S enior, Music Business
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Main line: (312) 344-7253
Advertising Fax: (312) 344-8032
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• 900 local Anytime

Minutes
Nationwide long Distance
Nights and Weekends
Roadside Assistance for 1 month*

• Includes
• Unlimited
• Free

• Free Motorola T731
(after $30 mail-in rebate)

Y. US. Cellular
1 - 888-BUY-USCC • GETUSC.COM
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Harrison & State
609 S. State Street

Park and Lock

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
'04·05 RESIDENT ADVISORS NEEDED

Student Parking
Special Nite Rate
Monthly Rate

(2 P.M.- II P.M.)

I $4500 I
-

Daily Rate

(2 P.M.- 9 P.M.)

I$500 I
-

Imperial Parking, I n c .

Un•vcr~ !)

20 5 W . Rando lph, Chicago, IL 60606
For information, Call Jim Prendergast at:

(312) 444 - 1490

(cn'{'r ~ J pJ<tnc<\h p o f

Columboa College Chocago
DePaul Unrversrty
Roosevelt Umversrty
MJn ~ gl.'d b~

U; I Q[JI I I f\>llJDFNl HOUSI NG
312 s88 1470 hr@usequlhes com

I

for undergraduates at Columbia College Chicago
Deadlines To Apply For Scholarships Are Around the Corner!
Academic Excellence
Award
Deadline: March 15, 2004

Alben Weisman
ScholarshiP
Deadline: Early April

David Rubin ScholarshiP
Deadline: April 1, 2004

Helen Fong Dare
ScholarshiP
Deadline: Early March

Fine Art Students

Photography Students

Pougialis Fine Arts Award

Kodak Scholarship

Fashion Deslgn/AEMM
Students
Precious Lashley Fashion
Scholarship

AEMM Students
The Chuck Suber Scholarship

ASl Students
Michael Frylewicz

Early Childhood
Education Students Joan

Hermann Conaway
ScholarshiP

and Irving Harris Scholarship

Deadline: March 15, 2004

Fiction Writing Students

Hlllarv Kalish
Scholarshl•
Deadline: April ·1. 2004

Sylvia McNair Travel Story
Scholarship

Jeumallsm Students
John Fischetti Scholarship

Radio Students
AI Parker Scholarship

Senior Seminar Students
Jane Alexandroff Senior Project
Award

Television Students
AI Lira Scholarship
Edward L. and Marsha E. Morris
Scholarship
Thaine Lyman Scholarship

Musical Theater
Students
Betty Garrett Musical Theater
Scholarship Fund

Theater Students
David Talbot Cox Scholarship
Fund
Freshman Achievement Award

Michael Merritt
Scholarship/Designer-InResidence

NEWII
lrv Kupcient Scholarship fo r
students majoring in
Journalism, Television or
Radio.
Patricia McCarty Scholarship
Fund for students majoring in
Marketing.

Applications are
available at:
Student Financial Services,
600 S. Michigan, Room 303
Office of Enrollement
Management,
600 S. M ichigan, Room 300
A cademic Advising,
623 S. W abash, Room 300
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Fiction Writing Department

Still looking
for a class?

----------------------------j

i

•

·~ Pat's

P1zza

638 5. Clark • 312/427-2320 • Fax 312/427-2616
Delivery & Carry-Out • Open 11 1til 11 All Week

Think
Fiction
Writing!

\

'---------------------------------'
N

l

/

~.-e-e.
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Are you interested in writing?

YOU DECIDE HOW YOU WANT TO TICKLE YOUR
LOVE INTEREST THIS VALENTINES DAY AT
THE HONEYSUCKLE SHOP•••

Are you creative?

Find Kama Sutra items, vibrators, flowers & more at the
store or order online for discreet home delivery.

Do you have stories to tell?
See your department advisor or visit the Fiction
Writing Department
during Spring Add/Drop Week:

•·

~~rl~n

Feb 9 -Feb 13*
For information about Fiction Writing classes call
312-344-761 1.
• you can add classes online up until 12 midnight, Feb 14, on Oasis; remember to call
the Fiction Writing office during the Monday - Friday week first to get clearance.

Classes available in
Short Stories
Novels
Creative Nonfiction
Script Forms
Story Workshop® and other Fiction Writing Department
courses will improve reading,
writing, speaking, listening, visualizing, and
creative problem-solving skills useful for every college major
and the job market.

,

cifg best!

a 8c e!
campu1!
commentatg!

available onHne

through the
miracle of

Fiction Writing Department

12th Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue

WWW.COlUMBIACHRONICI.E.COM
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What's ti-:J~ 5tg IDEA?
learning happen? What made the light bulb go on?
How did ~ou know that ~ou knew?

moment.· Entries will be judged on clarity, conciseness, and creativity,
and MUST us~ the fonn b~low. Did we mention creativity?

thi".Wh'ln~•mf•mn,rah,le ·1~arning

Don't hesitate: the deadline is March 8, 200+. Winners will be announced before Spring Break.
Prizes will be gift certificates to Follets OR Borders Bookstores. All entries will be exhibited in the
Library's Third Floor Gallery.
cUt here

Cut here

Cut here

Cut here

,Send e ntries to, ·Learning Moment Contest: Center for Teaching Excellence. II"' Floor. Torco Building.

Name: ________________________________

Department: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The Center for Teaching Excellence presents...

The Columbia College Chicago

Excellence in
Teaching Awa

for details visit

http:/1cte.colum.edu
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for the Asian Art
s alld At;
eC/;CJ

Working on a film and run out of money?

Got an id.e a for an art exhibit?
Have you always wanted to curate
your own pbotography show?
Are you writing the Great Asian American
novel and need a new typewriter?
The Center for Asian Arts and Media
wants to help you!

Third Generation - Same Family Ownership
312-427-5580- 24 Hour Fax: 312-427- 1898
www.central-camera.com- email: sales@central-camera.com
Used
Equipment:
35mm &
Medium

Photography
Books

Gadget
Bags

Film & Finishing,
Projection Bulbs

Digital Cameras,
Film Scanners
&
Printers

Exposure
Meters,
Electronic
Flash, &
Accessories

Binoculars

Frames &
Photo Albums

Tripods
&
Lighting Equipment

All This And Much, Much, More ...
Make Central Camera Your One Stop Source For All Your Photographic Needs

February 9. 2004

Columbia College Chicago and Roo·sevelt Univer'S

occer

lntramur
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·----------------------$5 off any purchase of $25 or more
February 9, 2004
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or
$10 off any purchase of $50 or more
or
$20 off any purchase Of $100 or more
Does not appty to sate Items. Coupons only vllld It theM klcltk)ns.

The helpful place.
South Loop Ace Hardware
725 S. State Street

Wabash & Washington Ace Hardware
26 N. Wabash Avenue

312-461-0900

312-726-7777

1
I

1
1
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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~------------------~---- ~
Tile kJUtJDeal tliDerll Edltalltl Ud lilt tlllce tlllle Jealltl UlltrBI Artsllld Sdeaces II ttiJDtralltl 1111• lilt CIIIIIIMI Qriii/Cie , llle IHIIIIIISII Je,...._ell, IIIII IIIt Art .. JesltlleJUIIIeal UltiiAU:

The 2004 Paula Pfeffer & Cheryl Johnson-Odim

POLITIC~L
C~RTOON

CONT£./"T
lor all students ol Columbia College Chicago

Two $300 first prizes, two $100 second prizes
and two $100 third prizes
w ill be awarded in each of two categories, si ngle panel cartoons and multiple panel cartoons. The six winning cartoons will be selected by a jury, which
wi ll include fac ulty from various departments, a student and a professional cartoonist. Submitted cartoons ·must be drawn or printed (if composed on a
computer) in black ink on 81/2 x II white paper. Include name, address, phone and student ID number on back of entry.

C6LUMBIA CfJRONlCLE

--.. .-0. . .

Send submissions to: Political Cartoon Contest
C/0 Teresa Prados-Torreira
Liberal Education Department
624 S. Michigan, 900A

Dudlln• for subllllsslons: htdey, March 16th

February 9, 4004
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'Lana' rains down on Chicago
0 Columbia alumni debut indie feature film, capturing the dark side of the 'American dream'
By Pods Qadayan
A&E Ed~()(

s

Lana Rain, an independent film
project by Columb ia alumni
Michael Ojeda and Joel Goodman,
makes its world premiere Feb. 2 7
at the Music Box Theatre, 3733 N.
Southport Ave.
The film made its sold-out debut
at the 2002 Chicago International
Film Festival. The following year,
Oksana Orlenko won the Best
Actress Award at the Milan
International Film Festival for her
lead role as Lana.
Childhood friends and filmmakers since the fourth grade, writer
and director Ojeda and producer
Goodman teamed up to make
Lana s Rain, the first big movie
release through their company,
Reigning Pictures.
Set in 1993, the movie tells the
story of Lana, a 19-year-old
Croatian woman who loses her
family during the Bosnian War.
The only family Lana has left is her
long-lost gangster brother, Darko
(played by N ickolai Stoilov), a
wanted criminal who illegally flees
Croatia to live in America under a
new identity. With no family left in
Croatia, Lana decides to join him
in pursuit of a new life in a free
world.
But the hopes and dreams for a
better life promised to her by her
brother are destroyed when Darko
deceives her with lies, upon their
· arrival in Chicago.

He sells Lana into prostitution to
make money for himself. She then
is driven to do whatever it takes to
break free from a world of misfortune, pain and the harsh struggle
for survival.
Ojeda was nspired by a Time
magazine article during the height
of the Bosnian War when the
European prostitution trad~ was at
an all-time high with family members prostituting family members
on the street. He then decided to
begin working on a screenplay
about a woman who gets caught up
in that world, then manages to
break free.
Goodman, a Columbia film and
video graduate, said the movie took
two and a half months to make.
Part of it was filmed in the summer
and part of it in the winter to catch
the change of seasons. The film
was mostly shot in Chicago, capturing the darkness and shadows of
the Windy City, with scenes from
more than 70 locations. The opening scene was shot in Croatia.
According to Goodman, the
movie was originally titled
Promised Land but was later
changed to Lana Rain because of
the lead character's name as well as
a scene where Lana is caught in the
rain--a symbol of her life, like a
dark cloud that follows her wherever she goes. .
But, like the main character in
the film, the movie had its own
struggle to find a niche in
Hollywood.

s

According to Goodman, when
the movie was sent to Hollywood
companies, the response from
screeners was amazing. Screeners
said they couldn't believe the filmmakers made Lana Rain at just
under $300,000. Goodman said
there has been controversy over
what they've done with the budget,
with companies saying that there is
no way a movie of that nature
could be filmed at just under
$300,000. Although response from
critics has been positive, distributors felt that because the movie had
s ubtitles, dark subject matter and
no stars, there wouldn't be a big
enough ethnic audience to make
marketing the movie worthwhile.
" We're telling [Hollywood] that
there .is a huge ethnic audience out
there--refugees, people from different countries--who want to see
an immigrant come to the country
and succeed ... ,"Goodman said.
"We feel that when Lana s Rain
comes out, we're going to show the
world that they matter, because
Hollywood pretty much says this
audience doesn't count.
"Everyone always said that
Lana's Rain is the small film that
could," he said."lt really is a movie
that can be marketed, and we want
to prove to Hollywood that there is
an audience in Chicago that's
going to come see the film."

s

Lana's Rain will premier Feb. 27
at the Music Box Theatre, 3733 N.
Southport Ave., and will continue
through Feb. 29. There will be a Q-

1
and his
in the emotionally charged tale of deception and betrayal of
Lana's Rain.
To purchase tickets in advance
and-A session with the filmmakers
and the stars ofthe movie following and at a student discount of $6,
the 7:20p.m. show on Feb. 27. and please call (312)274-2355 or visit
www.lanasrainthemovie. com
the 9:40p.m. show on Feb. 28.

Dodgeballtnania hits hard
0 Playground favorite turns into an adult obsession

Courtooy ol Ch•tino llacollngo

Dodgeball, once a sport used to take aggression out on fellow
classmates, has now grown to include a more mature audience.

By Jamie Murnane
Assistant A&E Editor
We all remember how it fe lt in
elementary school to stand on the
side of the gym, anx iously awaiting our names to be called, while
the most popular kids handpicked
others to form teams. Those teams
were divided, usually unfairly, to
play the most exciting and, in our
little minds, the most dangerous
game of all-dodgeball.
Yes, dodgeball is back-and
bigger than ever. Dodgeball Mania
is an adult league for those who
don't like traditional leagues, and
the second 8-week season has just
begun.
Dodgeball Mania commissioner
CharlesQueano, or "Commissioner
Q,"who
graduated
from
Columbia's Marketing Department
in 2000, said his idea to start a
league in Chicago "was initially a
big joke."
"Some friends were around, and
I was talking to my godson, who's
5 years old, about his gym class,"
Queano said. "Dodgeba ll carne up,
and I just thought of how fun it
would be to play again. It definitely appeals more toward my personal taste and my friends."
According to the rule book,
teams may be all male, all female
or co-ed. Though there is no official minimum age for p layers,
Q ueano said that players usually
range from 18 to mid-30s.
After teams are composed, there
comes the all-important decision of
the team name. Some of last season's teams, Queano said, were

The Mash Out Posse, The Brick
Heads
and
The
Croatian
Nationals--who ended up to be the
champions after joining the league
midway through the season.
Though Dodgeball Mania is
intended, first and foremost, for
people to have fun, it's not something to be taken lightly. In other
words, only those who are serious
about having fun are encouraged to
play.
Queano adds that while the
sport is far from typical, statistics
are taken every week, and each
player involved is tracked, as a
professional baseball league would
do.
At the end of the season, prizes
are awarded to the MYP, the best
hitter ("The person who wails the
most," Queano said.) and the best
dodger.
Playing in the Dodgeball Mania
league is di fferent from playing in
elementary school in one distinctive way-headshots are allowed.
"One of the beauties of the game
is to be able to nail someone in the
face, and everyone knows that it
could happen," Queano said.
While compet iti veness may be
human nature, deliberately trying
to injure another player is in no
way allowed. One of the first rules
outlined in the rule book states
"fighting is wack as hell" and "any
player displaying pricklike behavior will be penalized for two minutes and be subject to a penalty
shqt after the game." The rules are
enforced by referees who oversee
each game.
Queano recalled one of the first

games of last season, in which his
dentist participated and wound up
with a bloody nose. "He was
cracking up about it, so it was
OK," Queano said.
There is a motto that Queano
tries to get everyone to stick to. He
tells them he 'd "rather see smiles
out there than game faces." It's a
concept he feels was lost long ago
in regular sports.
Currently, it costs $5 a week per
player to get out on the proverbial
playground. The fee covers everything from court rental at Indoor
Soccer to weekly prizes.
Queano is now in the process of
looking for professional sponsorship for the league, and when that
happens, he hopes to take the
"mania" to a national level, setting
up leagues in other major cities.
Though the second week of the
season has just passed, Queano
encourages anyone interested to
join.
There's also plenty of room for
spectators, who watch for free. In
either case, get out there and have
a ball- hopefully not to the face.

For those in the need ofa heavy
dose of nostalgia, games rake
place every Sunday at 8 p.m. at
Indoor Soccer, 4424 N. Clark
Street.
To get involved. Queano suggests that people first e-mail him at
dodgeballmania@hotmail.com to
get the official rulebook and then
start putting their team of five to
seven people together. Team rosters must be e-mailed to
Commissioner Q by Wednesday of
each week.
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Sometime in January, I had
this craving in the middle of
the night. It wasn't a very good
craving, but strong enough to
get me out of bed, make me
put on layers and layers of
clothes and make the trip over
to the 24-hour grocery store for
some late-night munchies on
one of the coldest nights of the
year.
Well, I should have fought
the urge. Not just for the fact
that I don't need the extra
grams of fat for the love handles, but also because I forgot
the horror that is on display in
the grocery store around this
time of year.
As soon as I entered the ·
store, I was blinded by a sea of
pink and white happiness. I'm
nearsighted, but I know those
heart-shaped boxes were
laughing at me way before
even I stepped in there.
Maybe it was the fact that it
was middle of the night and I
wasn't thinking straight that I
ended up in that dreaded aisle.
What happened there exactly,
nobody knows. There had to
have been some higher being
pulling me; perhaps it was
Cupid, the half-naked man
without an ounce of decency
visiting The Windy City.
Now, before I go on, I just
have one question that I would
love to ask Hallmark: How
much time is necessary for
Valentine's Day to get a head
start in torturing us, tricking
us,and giving us guilt about
having to celebrate this disturbing holiday? Am I supposed to buy chocolates one
month in advance just to have
them sit there? Is my card supposed to be written beforehand
for someone who will most
likely end up dumping me in a
couple days? Am I supposed to
be crazy about someone more
on Feb. 14 than Feb. 15?
Apparently, the answer to all
three is yes.
Wandering through the VDay aisle, I began picking up
random cards for every type of
relationship statement to be
made: "I love you so much!"
"Thanks for always being
there!" "You're the woman of
my dreams!" and " I'm so
lucky to have found you!"
Hmmm, interesting. But the
categories weren't very broad,
and the cards weren't specific
enough. One wrong card and
an entirely different message
might be conveyed.
My suggestion to Hallmark
is to sit down with the writers
and think of all the different
possible love scenarios out
there: "Hey! Hi! What's going
on? You never called. Do you
even like me? Yes? No?"

l

"It's just so sad that we're
miles and miles away from
each other, and I know you're
lying right now and are seeing
someone," "Well, you're that
guy that I've already broken up
with twice, but you're always
kinda around anyway, so, uh, I
don't know where we stand
now, but, urn ... yeah," and
"So .. . I hear you aren't with
anyone, and I' m not with anyone. Let's go get smashed."
Oh, now, I don't mean to be
like this, really. I would love to
sit here and tell you that
Valentine's Day is absolutely
one of my favorite holidays.
I'd love to go on and on about
how much fun I have, the
attention I get, the flowers I'm
sent, the chocolates and cards I
receive.
Oh, but I can't do that. I hate
Valentine's Day, and I hate it
for two main reasons.
No. I: Hallmark is trying to
get me to actually want to say
that I care about a certain
someone. Oh, please, I don't
care. OK, so hypothetically
speaking, let's j ust say I do
care, which I don 't, but let's
say I do. Now I need to find a
card that gives off the message
that I don't really care, but I
still kinda do, but I don't want
you to think you're my only
one, because you're not. OK?
And No. 2: I hate
Conversation Hearts. I hate the
way they taste, I hate their pale
pastel colors and I hate their
messages: "Be mine," "You're
sweet" and"! like you."
What about "Hell, no," or
"That's what I'm talking
about" or "Get your ass over

here"?
Bah. Valentine's Day.
Who can trust such a holiday? Really, V-Day is just a
foolish, wretched, evil holiday.
It increases America's suicide
rates, it makes citizens consume mass amounts of liquor
and the hoi iday stress and debt
takes at least five years off
your life.
Whether you' re sing le this
year or not, it doesn't matter.
Valentine's Day just sucks for
everyone. No matter what you
do, you still lose. Couples lose
money. Singles lose dignity.
Love doesn't come in a
heart-shaped box of chocolates. It doesn't come tucked in
some plush teddy bear holding
up an " I love you beary much"
sign.
No, no. It comes in a box
from Tiffany's with a giant 14carat . ..
Oh, oops. Have I been thinking out loud again?

- dadayan@chroniclemail.com
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• Super Size Me: A documentary that tells the unforgiving story of a man who ate at McDonald's three
times a day for a month. Plans for a Taco Bell sequel have been postponed due to liver failure and heart
palpitations.
•The iPod Nation: A secret cult of Red Line and Brown Line passengers who are all listening to that
stupid "Milkshake" song at the same time.
• speaking of the Brown Line: If cell phones really do give you cancer, then I hope that lady who
talked on hers for 45 minutes on the way home last night is the first to go.

• The Perfect Score: They say it's this generation's The Breakfast Club without a sense of humor or any
real purpose. If Judd Nelson and Molly Ringwald aren't involved, I'm not interested.
e The Nipple Shield: Janet Jackson accessory or '70s porn flick starring Linda Carter?
• Happiness equals a world where Ryan Seacrest does not exist.
e outkast: I love the album, but do I really have to hear those two songs 25 times a day?

•Once Upon a Time in Mexico: There was a director named Robert Rodriguez who knew how to make
a decent action movie.
• Sundance Film Festival: Lost all of its indie credibility by letting Paris Hilton and Nicole Richie into
some of the festival afterparties.
• God Bless Bill Murray: Finally the man gets some credit for the work he's done in Hollywood in the
last five years.

• Miracle: There are some moments in sports history that should not be turned into Disney movies.
• Tad Hamilton: I was sort of disappointed in Tad. He wasn't really the dreamy little buttercup I' ve"
been hearing so much about.
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New anthology features 'best'
§y Matthew Jaster

A&E Editor

The game plan was fairly
simple. Dave Eggers, author
of A Heartbreaking Work of
Staggering Genius and You
Shall Know Our Velocity,
wanted to expose the work
of contemporary writers to
high school and college
readers. It was an opportunity to bring together works of
fiction, essays, comics and
journalism into an insightful
and humorous anthology.
By the time The Best
American
Nonrequired
Reading 2002 arrived in
bookstores, those plans
changed.
People of all ages were
picking up the book and
having a difficult time
putting it down. Although
mostly high school students assisted Eggers in
that
choosing
work
appeared in the anthology,
it was apparent from the
first sentence these students had extremely
refined taste in literature.
After the success of the
first anthology, Eggers
assembled his team once
again to release the seco nd book in the series,
The
Best
American
Reading
Nonrequired
2003. With excerpts from
Sedaris,
Mark
David
Bowden, J.T. LeRoy and
George Packer, to name a
few, tne ·collection offers a
variety of prose, including
cartoons,. life in South
Central and everything in
between.
For those too nervous to
pick up a novel, fearing it
could take I 00 pages to
actually get anywhere, this
is the perfect book to take a
chance on. With equal doses
of satire and sorrow, politics
and pop culture, the anthology offers readers several different options.

In
the
Other magazine articles
hilarious featured in the anthology
short story, include pieces from The
" T h e Onion, Harper's Magazine,
Lit tIes t The New Yorker and
Hit I e r," Esquire. The most outstandLITEIIKI1JRE author Ryan ing achievement, however,
Boudinot is that every story has a
takes a remarkable look at a unique voice and purpose.
fifthgrader dressed as Hitler
A personal favorite is
for Halloween, who runs James Pinkerton's short
into a fellow student dressed story, "How to Write
as Anne Frank. It' s an Suspense." In this charming
extremely awkward moment guide, the author prepares
for the boy when he realizes ·the reader to engage in the
exactly what his costume artful passion of mystery
represents.
writing. He includes a samAlong with the satire, the ple sentence that is essential
to every great suspense
novel: " John crossed
over to the Jiving room
and lit a cigarette. Note
how I have successfully introduced a character, a location, and an
action. Now let's crank
up· the suspense: John
crossed over to the living room and lit a cigarette. Or did he?"
If the author has the
reader giggling out
loud like a little school
kid, then the job's done.
"How
to
Write
Suspense" manages to
do just that by the end
of the first page. Who
needs Agatha Christie
or Sir Arthur Conan
anthology features a chilling Doyle to add a little mysteiy
piece by Bowden on the to life?
The wonderfully written
goals and aspirations of
Saddam Hussein, called introduction by Zadie Smith
"Tales of a Tyrant," from takes quotes from the likes
Atlantic Monthly and a story of Joyce, Sterne and
titled, "How Susie Bayer's Nabokov and incorporates
T-shirt Ended Up on Yusuf them into the act of reading
Mama's Back," from The and writing, proving the colNew York Times Magazine. lection is just a celebration
Packer 's story follows a, of literature. While many
thrift store T-shirt from popular novels today seem
America to Africa, and the contrived and repetitious,
Best
American
necessary stops in between. The
The shift in emotions from Nonrequired Reading 2003
story to story makes the is a refreshing change of
reader curious as to what pace.
will come next.
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cubus album'murders'
,.......d's signature sound
By Pods Dadayan
A&EEditor

00

,
.

so does the rest of the
a I b
u m
.

"Megalomaniac" prom-

A Craw Left of the Murqer, California-

')ses more hard rock to
. come, but all that listenently. .suffered .q. uite a loss .during the "rnur-'· ..
· ers get are 13 flat, border.'.: The oand is back with h.a!;dly any ere-A
MUSIC ing, unimpressive and
ativity, energy' or its usual ability to cross · .;. ; •
.
repetitive songs. The
musical genres tb satisfY all tastes, a gift that ' band seems to have had some major writer's
has been a staple _afits signaturestyle in the ,block after tjle ftrst traqk, ~th no desire to
past.
·
·, }
try and grab Usteners' artention, just kinda
· Perhaps it is the absence .of ex-bassist hopmg to .finish .off with some played-out
Dirk "Lance that's missing in, the ·album, music that is just dull and duller.
Perhaps it's Brandon Boyd's jtew'shoufderAn example of this is "Agoraphobia,"
length hairst)'le that just isn't working out: track No.3, a song about a person who suf.
Whatever it is, the band,that produced such fers from the fear of stepping out of his
killer tracks as ~stellar," "Drive," "Wish home. The melody is halfWay decent, but
You Were Here" and "Pardon Me" has basi- with. Boyd repetitively singing "I want to
cally become the murderer ofits·music. . stay inside /I'm gonna stay inside for good
Lead singer 'B oyd doesn't deliver with t:l).e I I'm gonna stay inside for good I For good
same passion this time around. His voiccjs I For good," it makes you want to yell at
monotonous and
·'
·
his lyrics lack
depth. The sound
is still recognizably Incubus, but
the soul of the
band isn't there.
intense
antlemo,.
were·once
much·, the,
heart of"lnc'ubuS,
are now blatantlY
misiling, Any listener'.. · who can
make it to the en.&
ofthe alb!lin with)
out falling asleep
should be reward~

based Ioc!lbUS' newest release, bas appar-

eel-perhaps .· even
given the crow that
w as ' left of >,l :be'
murder.'
,
The first tracl<
off the alb.wn,
"Megalomaniac,"
is a · ' fast-paced,
hard~hiiting track
:fueled with ener·
gy-the only ener,
gy exuc;fed throughout -the album-with
lyrics that include 1esus, Elvis and a scissor
fight .Boy<! hishcs out against another musician by singing; "I hear you on the radio I
You penneate my screert./ It's unkind but I
If I met you' inJi scissodight I I'd cut off
both your wings I On principle alone."
UnforlunaJ~Iy, 'as,.soon as the song ends,

him ·to do everyone a favor and just stay
inside already.
A Crow Left of the MtUder is not one of
Incubus' best works, But with all due
respect, the guys seem to have pulled off the
impossible: They acquired the skiU to make
rock music sound incredibly lifeless, with
lyrics that beg for oxy~en and some heart.

eheekusout

a it e/
~ampu1!
~ommenta1g!
~itg

beat!
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EUROPE

I S. CALLING YOUR NAME!
FROM THE PRODUCERS OF

ROAD TRIP AND OLD SCHOOL
NO ACTUAL
EUROPEANS
WERE-HARMED
IN THE MAKING
OF THIS FILM.

Visit The -Columbia Chronicle office at 623 S. Wabash Ave.
to pick up a ticket for a special advance screening of the
outrageous new comedy EUROTRIP on Wednesday,
February 18th at the Loews Cineplex Webster Place
Theatre, 1471 W. Webster Avenue.
Rules: No p u rc h ase necessary. Tickets are first come, first served a nd availa b le w h ile s uppl ies last .
.
Employees of the Columbia C h ronic le, Dream Works Pictures, John litis Associates a nd their agencies are not eligible.

Go to www.frommers.com/eurotrip for your chance to win you own EUROTRIP.
Soundtrack available on Milan Records www.milanrecords.com
... " .
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Empty spaces on campus warmed with color
0 Artists and student volunteers collaborate to bring some artistic touch to Columbia lounge
f!Y Jamie Murnane
Assislant A&E E<i!Of

With temperatures plummeting
and the heat in the campus buildings fai ling, the Columbia community is sure to warmly welcome
"Space Heaters." However, these
"Space Heaters" are not the freestanding heating devices one
would imagine, but a collaborative
art initiative meant to transform
underutilized areas of campus into
aesthetically-pleasing gathering
places.
"Salamander Salon," the pilot
for "Space Heaters," was completed over the semester break by
Chicago artist and .art critic Ann
Wiens (who also works as the publications manager for Columbia's
Office of Community Arts
Partnership) and a handful of stu-

dent volunteers.
The "Salon" has turned the
lounge of the Writing Center in the
33 E. Congress Parkway Building,
33 E. Congress Parkway, into what
Wiens calls a "visually active"
space, complete with lime-green
stripes and orange polka-dots on
the walls with a few giant painted
salamanders scattered about.
While the room was designed by
Wiens, a group of mainly freshme n
volunteers helped with much of the
paint ing. Bright, contemporary
IKEA furniture--two futons and a
handful of chairs-finishes off the
new and improved lounge.
" ! agreed to do the first one to
demonstrate what a great idea this
is," Wiens said. "The Writing
Center staff, while skeptical when
the acid green paint first went up,
have really embraced this room

Carrie Bergagna/The Chronicle

and helped a great deal."
According to Wiens, Kari
Sommers, Columbia's marketing
director, first thought of the idea
for "Space Heaters."
"What began the process was a
day last fall when I got off an elevator and practically fell over a student who was sitting on the fl oor,"
Sommers said. "There was not an
appropriate seating area anywhere
in sight. I was having a conversation about this with [Director of
Admissions] Murphy Monroe, and
he mentioned he and others have
discussed making student areas all
over campus in underutilized
spaces."
After picking up the idea,
Sommers said, she wrote a proposal .that Vice President of Facilities
and Operations Mike Debish and
Vice President of Student Affairs
Mark Kelly both supported.
According to a statement from
the "Space Heaters" informational
packet, the project is "designed
specifically to give Columbia
artists, both young and old, a
chance to help give our college a
fresh look by using a little paint
and a lot of creativity." The packet
also states that any individual student, group, class or facu lty member can develop a proposal to create a space as long as one "artistic
adviser" supervises the project.
The Office of Fac ilities and
Operations has applications and
budget forms available for participants to fill out. Upon submission
of the forms, a committee wi ll
review the proposal apd make a
decision. "We hope that the entire
campus comes alive with color and
public art," Sommers said.
The funding for the project,

Retail

Carrie Bergagna/The Chronicle

Freshman Val Vendre ll (left) and S enior Laura Hawbaker rela x
in the "Salama nder Salo n," located in the 33 E. Congress
Parkway Building .
Facilities and Operations, "is very said. "It provides really great places
minimal," Debish said, since most to hang out. And once students,
of the materials are already used faculty and staff take over more
on campus. Therefore, participants areas, it wi ll give them a sense of
aren't responsible for any of the ownership of the campus, which I
costs,
think is important."
" I'd much rather have student art
As the development of "Space
on the walls than to pay some out- Heaters" is still in the beginning
side contractor to come paint them stages, the Office of Facilities and
Operations will provide applicabeige," Debish said.
Wiens believes the project is an tions and more detai led informaimportant idea that students, as tion on how to get involved in the
well as faculty and staff, should coming weeks. Until then, have a
know about so. they can begin to seat in the "Salamander Salon" and .
think of a new area to transform.
plan their own projects.
" It will visually emphasize that Other work by Ann Wiens can be
Columbia is an art school," she found at www.byronroche.com.
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A&E Commentary
By Matthew Jaster
A&E Ed~or

By the time this article makes it
to press, the 46th annual
Grammy Awards will be another afterthought ir1 pop culture
' hi story. Most viewers will tune
; in to witness another celebrity
moment like Britney and
Madonna or Janet and Justin;
few will care much about the
music.
And why should they? The
Grammy Awards haven't been
about music for years. In an
industry still trying to figure out
what to do to get people back
into record stores, artists seem
more concerned with appearing
on " MTV Cribs" or "Punk' d"
than putting together an entire
album of worthwhile songs.
Perhaps the Grammys .should
change its categories to reflect
the current state of the industry.
Instead of awards for Album of
the Year, Best New Artist and
Song of the Year, they should
have Best Illegal Download,
Best Lip-Synched Performance
by a Teen Idol and Most
Obnoxious Fashion Faux Pas.
i It's hard to take seriously an
awards show that features
Annie Lennox, Christina
Aguilera, George Harrison,
Justin Timberlake and Michael
McDonald in the Best Pop
Vocal Album Category.
In the category for Best
Female Rock performance,
they've tossed Bonnie Rain and
Lucinda Will iams in with the
I musical style of Pink.
: Even harder to swallow is the
l fact that bands like Matchbox

I

,
I

!

I

P.o p goes the
Grammys ...

Twenty, Nickelback and
Evanescence are fighting for
Best Rock Album honors. Not
only is this a sure sign of the
Apocalypse, it's also substantial
proof the program has some
serious problems to overcome.
It seems every year the list of
nominees follow a very calculated formula. Bring in some
controversy with Eminem or 50
Cent, some flavor with Beyonce
and Outkast, toss in a few old
timers like Dy lan and Harrison
for credibility, mix it together
and serve it up to the masses.
If the program does anything
right, it's that it does a remarkable job of imitating the fast
food mentality of popular radio
stations. Shove it down people's throats long enough, and
they' ll starr-buying into it. How
else can one explain the fact
that artists like Avril Lavigne,
Michelle Branch and Kelly
Clarkson received nominations?
In a perfect world, artists
would care less about Grammy
Awards and more about the
music. Instead of spending
quality time with their public·
relations reps, they' d spend an
extra month in the studio. God
forbid these people actually try
to create something exciting
and unique.
Which brings us to another
question about the current state
of the music industry: Has it
become so saturated and plastic
that there is no longer room for
any innovation? Contrary to
popular belief, there is a world

I

1

outside of Justin Timberlake
and Clay Aiken.
A world where bands like
The Rapture, Manitoba, The
Shins, The Postal Service and
M83 get honorary Grammy
Awards for their work in 2003.
Despite the lack of variety at
this year's awards show, there is
hope that music will continue to
raise the bar each year with new
sounds and new styles.
Regardless of who won the
most Grammys, producers need
to take a step back and figure
out how to get different artists
involved in the program. It's
not enough to mix up some
popular singer-songwriters with
the teen bubblegum pop scene.
There's a ton of musicians out
there who deserve to be recognized for their work. It doesn't
begin and end with "American
Idol ," no matter what they say
on television. Rock 'n' roll still
lives, if you know where to find
it.
·when the Grammys start paying more attention to other genres of music and offer lifetime
achievement awards to bands
other than The Beatles, it might
be worth tuning in to future
broadcasts. Until then, we can
hear about who kissed whom or
who groped whom in the newspapers the day after the show.
Besides, that's pretty much all
people are interested in when
they sit down to watch the
Grammys anyway.
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'Bound' illuminates women's issues
By ports Padayan
A&E Editor

"Bound," a series of six striking photos depicting various
issues that women face, is one
part of the "Artists' Visions
Explore Gender Issues, Urban
Environments" exhibit.
Sarah Gillmore, a Col umb ia
senior and one of the artist recipients of the Weisman Scholars,
created " Bound" as a way to
encourage women to talk about
the choices they have in life. The
photos portray stori es about
women dealing with iss ues such
as pregnancy and beauty images.
" I' m j ust kind a putting these
issues out there and say ing,
' Let's think about them.' We can
talk about them, and we can
th ink a bout the choices we
have ,"
Gi llmore
said .
"[Motherhood is] not j ust something that we're kinda bred to
do. I Jllean, I know there are
iss ues that bind men too, but I
obviously felt closer to the subject of women."
Inspired by persona l iss ues,
Gi llmore created "Bound" in the
past year. Using studio photography along with digital ma ni pulation, she designed the images
to look like a mix between the
modern and the antique, creating
mystery about which era the pictures may have been taken in.
O ne of the photos in the series,
"Pretty Little Do lly," fe atures a
woman dressed as a baby doll
with heavy makeup and rosy
cheeks, wearing a long, flowing
skirt, a red' corset and pigtai ls.
The message behind the picture
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Sarah Gillmore's photography is currently on display in her
exhibit 'Bound' featured at the Hokin Gallery, of the Wabash,
623 S. Wabash Ave.
is that women are seen as "eye
candy," just something "good to
look at."
" [Makeup and clothes are] just
s omething
ingrained
in
[women]. It's just ·something we
do, and sometimes we don ' t
even think· about what we ' re
doing, " Gillmore said . "You
know, it's like, are we doing it
for ourselves or are we doing it
for other people?"
Also in the series is a black-

and-white photo showing a pregnant woman with her mouth
bound by a black band, holding a
baby doll.
Gillmore said she included the
doll to reflect on how it's a toy
for children, but now the woman
w ill be having one of her own.
"I kinda came up with the concept of when we're little we play
Mommy, and then we grow up to
be mommies. Or, you' re kinda
just in that cycle of that 's what

we' re going to do, and that's
what we do," Gillmore said. " A
lot of times, we don't think
about it. It's just there in the
back of our heads."
Another photo in the series
shows a partially nude woman
with fi lm completely wrapped
around her legs and torso with a
camera for a head.
G illmore said the picture is
self-re flected and was inspired
by her a utobiography.
" It was just kinda my being
completely immersed in what I
was doing, just kinda bound by
what I do, 'cause I don' t know
what I would be doing if I was-

n' t involved in my art and photography and film," Gillmore
said. " But it's a good thing, as
well a5 a bad thing, I believe,
because it's very therapeutic, yet
very terrifying sometimes."

"Bound " will be on display as
part of "Artists ' Visions Explore
Gender
Issues,
Urban
Environments " · through March
13 at The Hokin Gallery of the
Wabash Building.. 623 S. Wabash
Ave. The gallery is open from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturdays. For
more information, call (3 11/
344-7696.
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Chicago sidewalks 'Babes' battle Bush

By Jamie Murnane
Assistant A&E Editor

By Mathew Jaster
A&E Editor

As part of a new public sound art
project, "Sound Canopy," a 32speaker sound system was implemented on Jan. 9 in the construction scaffolding on the southwest
comer of Adams and State streets.
The project is a collaborative
effort among Chicago-based sound
artist M.W. Burns, who conceived
and organized the project, the Hyde
Park Art Center and Marc Realty.
"The prototype for ' Sound
Canopy' was in 2002," Bums said.
"Technical and funding issues held
up the project in 2003, but by the
end of the year, we were set to go.
Thus, ' Sound Canopy' 2004."
Much of Bums' work uses sound to
"conceptually activate space."
His recent installations have
heavily relied on what he called
''tactics of public address, projecting the voice into existing sites of
human activity." His other work
uses the "suggestive power of
sound to resituate our sense of
place." And that is the purpose of
"Sound Canopy"-10 change the
way people hear and feel in a certain space.
What, from the outside, appears
to be an everyday structure, is really a canvas ofsorts, containing endless possibilities for artists to paint
the comer with a wide range of
sounds. Each week, a different
artist gets to take over the area and
have his or her work play over the
state-of-the-art speaker system
24/7.
The work of Columbia graduate,and Art and Design Department
instructor Thomas Plum is being

Charles Kushner/The Chronicle

Columbia Senior Heather Bright, 23, laughs at the confusing
sounds coming from the speakers above the sound installation.
featured in the canopy through Feb.
12. His project, "You Are Here,"
created on Dec. 13, is sponsored in
part by Columbia's Art and Design
Department.
"You Are Here," according to a
statement on the "Sound Canopy"
website, "attempts to both aurally
document and represent this intersection with a site-specific 12-hour
recording."
In addition to the groups that
helped put the project together, four
Chicago arts organizations a lso
play a key role in running "Sound
Canopy."
Dead Tech, an art and technology

gallery in the Logan Square neighborhood, is one of those organizations.
"The 'Sound Canopy' is an
unusually complicated environment to acclimate oneself to," Dead
Tech's Rob Ray said. Ray is curating four artists for the project.
" My job as curator was to come
up with work to play in the
canopy," vonZweck said. "Pretty
simple, but I tried to think of artists
who would make work specifically
for the canopy, not just play a
recording or a piece they already
had--people who were aware of
the unique potential of the canopy."

T7Mse doys.lt's Nf,.shlng to SH o p/Gcw wiMre top
mono,.,..nt hout'tciKI~dIn o rtthlt..
W. think you'll lib h. Join w this SUtHI•y as'"
worship In tiN foltlt ondr.llowJhlp ofhwJ ChrlJt

Join us during the Lent Easter Season
Christ the King Lutheran Church, ELCA
Worship with the Holy Communion every Sunday at 10:00 a.m.
Lenten Bible Study "Women of the New Testament: Mary Magdalene,
Lydia, eta/." every Thursday at 6:00p.m. (February 26 through April B)
1S32 S. Michigan Ave. (just south of Old St. Mary's)
Students Welcome/

312.939.3720 Reverend Scott Chin burg, Pastor
Sharing God's Love and Embracing Diversity

zation to release their own calendar supporting the president.
"We wanted to show the world
There's nothing like a good ol'
fashioned debate to keep that being a babe was not about
Americans entertained until the age or gender," .said Patti
November elections. Whether Dahlstrom, spokeswoman for
consumers spend hours devouring Babes for Bush, in a recent teleinformation from candidates on C- phone interview with The
Span or "The Daily Show," there Chronicle. " I've always voted for
are plenty of opportunities to the man, not the party."
With slogans like "Bush for Exexpress political concerns in 2004.
At the frontline of this political President" and "Bring Back Bill,"
struggle stand two organizations the Babes Against Bush website
with completely different agendas features political cartoons, articles
concerning the current president and essays, as well as a list of the
of the United States.While 99 reasons why Bush sucks,
www.BabesAgainstBush.com is including "His stupid War in Iraq,"
working to end George W.'s reign " Donald Rumsfeld," "Oiling
as
commander
in
chief, drilling in the Great Lakes" and
www.BabesForBush.'com is hop- "Rush Limbaugh likes him," to
ing to keep him in office for anoth- name a few.
"We figured that this was a
er four years.
And the best part of this good, fun way to make people
Democratic/Republican rat race: aware of the damage Bush is
The fight is taking place inside doing to America," Eleanor VastBinder, model for Babes Against
calendars.
According to the Babes Against Bush, said in an article for
Bush website, the organization is CNSnews.com. "Guys like hot
"a group of people who are pretty g irls, so maybe they wouldn't
disgusted with George W. Bush mind getting the message from
and who want to do anything we us!'
can to get him bounced out of
Dahlstrom is quick to point out
that there isn't any real war going
office next November."
Backed behind a "sex sells" on between the organizations.
"It's funny that people start out
motto, the group offers interested
parties the 13-month Regime to do something like that, but
Change Countdown Calendar, fea- we've really got nothing against
turing scantily-dad young women [Babes Against Bush]. They seem
expressing their anger against the like really nice people."
Regandless of the issues and the
current White House administraarguments, the debate for or
tion.
Upon hearing news of this, against George W. Bush will come
Republicans across the country to a close on Nov. 2, 2004.
Don't forget to mark your calenurged the Babes for Bush organidars.
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we Offer: Homemade 1/2 Pound
Burgers, Submarines, Turkey Burgers,
Salads, Italian Beef, Soups, Hot Dogs,
Croissiants, Gyros, Chili Cheese Fries,
Chicken Gyros and many more items.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Sushi delicacy
4 Wine stoppers
9 Story so far,
briefly
14 Healthy retreat
15 Farewell, Yves
16 Wear away
·
17 Intention
18 Plastics base
19 Silent performer
20 Annual chore
23 Dunce's perch
24 Tilt to one side
25 Talk baby talk
26 Snow mover
27 Takes aback
29 Marsh bird
30 Strong desire
31 Wound cover
32 Infamous shoecollector
34 Inert gas
35 Geek
36 Part of USPS
39 Befuddled
40 Sch. org.
43 Solemn
affirmation
44 On one's toes
46 Reposed
47 Slalom
9 Post fresh
48 Puccini tune
troops
. 49 Disinfectant
10 Actress Moran
targets
11 Funny
50 Having one's
12Lymphoidtissue
ship come in
13 Trelliswork
54 Blunder
55 Soundtrack
21 f;~~~~ay
22 Least
56 Short jaunt
58 Look after
challenging
59 Actress Davis
9
60 Pipe around a

corner
61 Four-door auto
62 City on the
ORuhr
63 Swine pen

--

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

-.

DOWN
NASA partner
Leher from Paul
Broad satire
Raise trivial
objections
Valhalla leader
Wedding token
Private society
Morose

***ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get 12th trip free. Group discounts for 6+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-838-8202
Peace Action is hiring student activists seeking political experience through
our Peace Voter 2004 Campaign. We need canvassers.F/t & P/t.$10/hour Call
sonja (312)-427-0403 peace-action.org
Make Money taking Online Surveys Earn $10-$125 for Surveys Earn $25-$250
for Focus Groups Visit www.cash4students.com/columcol
WORK 5 HOURS, find me 10 jobs (proofing/editing) earn about $100
commission. Can you? Will you? E-Mail KrisKrin02@aol.com.
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the Sierra
Madre· co-star
42 Ques. response
45 Reporter's pay
scale
46 f!loral loop
48 Rubber Cap~al

·of the World
49 React to a bad

pun
51 Whit
of March
52
53 Fork point
57 Double over

* CUSTOMER SERVICE * REPRESENTATIVES Are you interested in a
CAREER ...and not just a job? Large suburban auto group is looking for
bright, enthusiastic individuals. No experience is necessary, we will train you
for success! COLLEGE STUDENTS OR GRADS ARE ENCOURAGED TO
APPLY. If you are self-motivated with a willingness to learn, you will benefit
by receiving an excellent salary + full benefits. Contact Brian Moore at our St.
Charles location or Marc Klodzinski at our Morton Grove location for a
confidential interview at... McGRATH AUTO GROUP 630-584-6400; St. Charles
847-470-2300; Morton Grove
ROOMMATE WANTED. Columbia student seeks female roommate to share
furnished 1-bedroom at North Harbor Towers. Conveniently located, only
$650/mo. incl. pool/exercise fac.lgrocery store. Call Jess at 248-217~1458 or
312-228-9643.
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•

en1ng
"What .we·ve Learned••
February 12. 20-04
5:00pm

1104 S. Wabasb

lower leverln 'the hub"
call

312.344.6792

for more info

Sponsored by the office of Student Leadership

CTA UPASS

ATTENTION FULL-TIME STUDENTS
Your CTA UPASS May Be Preprinted!
If you registered before December 19, 2003 and had a Columbia College
Chicago Upass issued for the fall 2003 semester, check in at the Apple Store on
the 1st floor of the 623 5. Wabash building.
If your UPASS has not been preprinted, the CTA will be on
campus for UPASS distribution on the days listed below:
Thursday, Feb. 05
Friday, Feb. 06
Monday, Feb.09
Tuesday, Feb .1.0
Wednesday, Feb.1.1.
Thursday, Feb.1.2
Monday, Feb.1.6
Tuesday, Feb.1.7

1.0AM-6PM ·
1.0AM-6PM
1.0:30AM-6:30PM
1.0:30AM-6:30PM
1.0:30AM-6:30PM
1.0:30AM-6:30PM
1.0AM-6PM
1.0AM-6PM

UPASS DISTRIBUTION IS LOCATED IN THE: 623 SOUTH WABASH BUILDING ROOM 311
TO OBTAIN ACTA UPASS, BRING A VALID SCHOOL ID AND A COPY OF
YOUR CURRENT FULL-TIME SPRING SEMESTER SCHEDULE

http://oasis.colum.edu/
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Undergrou
·Michigan - Baserrent
on . - Tnurs. 8-6, Fn. 8-3

of Potato Soup in a Bread Bowl3 .75
Optional Baco n, Cheddar, Green Onion Served with Pretzels

Cod Sandwich 4.00
Tartar Sauce, Cole Slaw
Served with Potato Chips

Turkey Panini - Colby Jack Cheese 3.75
Tomato, Avocado, Potato Chips

Soup: Mon- Sout hwestern Chicken Veget able
Tues- Cream of Broccoli
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Locals among WTC Photographer
memorial finalists captures city's
umqueness
•

0 Chicago architects competed against more than 5,000 others

0

•

0 Hobby turns into big business for local

Courtny Brlln Stnown

The 'Individual Memory Footprint,' part of 'Dual Memory' and designed by Chicago archit!;!Cts
Brian Strawn and Karla Sierralta, reveals victims' names on glass and stone.
According to the LMDC,
delineation of the tower footBrian Strawn, recent college prints, recognition of every indigraduate and co-creator of "Dual vidual killed in both the 9/11 and
Memory"-one of eight finalists Feb. 26, 1993 terrorist attacks,
in the recent World Trade Center and a final resting place for
memorial des ign competition- unidentified remains were among
the required elements for submisis· hardly a sore loser.
In fact, Strawn, who designed sions. Each entry was then
"Dual Memory" along with fel- judged by a 13-member jury,
low University of Illinois at which included artists, family
Chicago graduate Karla Sierralta members and· Lower Manhattan
last May, is rather defensive of residents, among others.
Strawn and Sierralta, now
the harsh criticism the competition's other entries received. (In employed by Chicago area archiJanuary, "Reflecting Absence," tecture firms, began work on
by architects Michael Arad and " Dual Memory" immediately
Peter Walker, was chosen as the after graduating from U1C's
graduate school early last May.
winner.)
"One of the things I was most Strawn said they worked on the
surprised about was that they design for about a month and had
were so negati vely received by to submit it via overnight mail in
the architecture scene in New order to make the competition's
York City," Strawn said. "That June deadline.
"We'd wanted to work on a
was the one thing that surprised
us all-the complaint that they project together; it just hadn't
worked up to that point," Strawn
were all so similar."
The
announcement
of said.
According· to Strawn, " Dual
" Reflecting Absence" as the winner surprised Strawn, who said Memory" was created by looking
at the 911 1 tragedy "from the
the design broke many of the
individual standpoint and then
competition's rules.
"We thought it was a really from the larger community."
"Basically, where we started
beautiful idea," he said. " We really like the core of the idea of it." with the idea was the fact that we
"I hope when they build it, it were located in Chicago and how
will be as great as his idea was affected we were as individuals
Sierralta
added. not being connected directly to
initially,"
" We're really happy they got anyone that was lost," he said.
" So we were actually part of a
picked."
The competition-which was larger community that had lost
administered by the Lower people that we weren't particuManhattan Development Corp., a larly affiliated with."
" It was pretty much a process
group founded after the 9111
attacks in order to rebuild and revi- of discuss ing how we felt, where
talize Lower Manhattan-received we were, what it meant to us and
5,20 1 submissions, making it the what it meant to other people,"
Seirralta explained.
largest design competition ever.
By Eric Alexy
Assistant Ciy Beal Edb

Vote

The design of"Dual Memory,"
according to Strawn, was "personal, without l)eavily using
text." It consisted of a separate
"memory" for each tower.
"lndiv.idual
Memory
Footprint" represents the north
tower with 2,982 light portalsone for each victim-and water
that flows down glass walls with
images of the victims.
For the south tower, the
"Shared Memory Fo.o tprint" features 92 sugar maple trees, which
represent the 92 nations that lost
citizens in the terrorist attacks.
Also in this area were stone walls
engraved with messages of hope
from each of the countries.
"We tried to bring the memory
of the people lost and the scale of
the event-to make it graphically
visible," Strawn said.
"We wanted to make sure each
[victim] was individually represented and for their families to
be able to share their stories and
their memories of them. And for
each of the 92 countries that lost
one of their children to be able to
have an active participation."
Strawn described the submission's finalist nod as "shocking."
"There was just too many people involved,'' he said.
After being chosen as finalists,
the duo had to fly to New York
for a week and, due to the competition' s confidentiality ' agree-·
ment, were unable to tell their
bosses where they were going.
"Eventually, LMDC sent confidentiality agreements [to them]
... they were ecstatic," he said.
"It was weird to be happy
about something so sad,"
Sierralta said.

. By Jennifer Golz
City Beal Editlr
When thinking of Chicago, several images come to mind, such as
the Sears Tower, Wrigley Field and
the magnificent skyline. But some
of the more unusual scenes can be
found at Chicago Uncommon,
includin street signs in Chinatown,
a restaurant in Lakeview and a
doorway in Ravenswood.
Dawn Mikulich has featured the
lesser-known sites in and around
Chicago, those which make up the
personality of the city on her website www.chicagouncommon.com
for the past four years.
''The beauty of Chicago Is in all
the little details," Mikulich said.
Mikulich started taking pictures
in 2000 when she got her first digitaJ camera.
"I had it with me everywhere-!
was taking pictures everywhere I
went," Mikulich said. Even if it
meant going to Andersonville for
dinner or to the Loop to catch a
play, Mikulich had a camera in tow.
Today her collection exceeds the
thousands, with usually 900 featured photographs for purchase on
her website and new additions
every month.
"I am still learning, and by no
means [am I] a professional photographer," MikUlich said.
Mikulich holds a double-major
degree in economics and finance
from DePaul University. She
works a nine-to-five job during the
week at a financial firm and makes
time to shoot every weekend.
" Photography has been a hobby
since I can remember," Mikulich
said. "I had so many cameras growing up. The first camera had a flash
bar on top, then a Polaroid land
camera-old ones that nobody uses
anymore."
Regardless of Mikulich's lack of
professional photographic training,
business is booming. During the
holidays, Mikulich said she
received one to two orders a day
via the website. Now it has slowed

to one order every couple of days.
But the sales tend to change with
what's going on in the city, she
said.
"The Chicago Cubs are the No. I
seller," Mikulich said. "Everyone
loves the Cubs, and people are trying to relive last year."
Mikulich said many who purchase her photographs used to live
.in Chicago and have since moved.
"They buy a picture to be closer," she said.
Kay Sutherland is the owner of a
small, arti~' shop in Oak Park,
Unique
Freaque,
121
N.
Kenilworth Ave.
"I get a lot of tourists [in the
store]," Sutherland said. "Dawn
does some pretty unique photography, and a lot of tourists like the
Chicago theme."
More th~ tourists have taken a
recent interest in Mikulich's work.
Two of Mikulich's Chicago
Uncommon photographs appeared
in the November/December issue
of American Photo and were used
as promotions for a photography
contest in Chicago.
The Chicago Uncommon website was also highlighted last
September on the WGN-TV morning news show. The segment titled,
"Surfin' the Net," features a different, yet unique website each day.
Website topics range from silly 10
serious.
"I was getting ready for work,
and there was pictures of the website on TV," Mikulich said. "It was
bizarre and neat at the same time."
Mikulich's website also was a
·Yahoo "pick of the day" last summer, which has drawn a great deal
of traffic to Chicago Uncommon.
"Even without the website, I
would always take pictures. This
was a hobby that just [grew] so fast,
and !look back and wonder, 'How
did this happen?' " Mikulich said.
''The best thing, though, is being
able to explore the city and have a
connection with all the people who
love Chicago."

Continued from Back Page

what many experts believe to be
the best answers to get young
people involved in politics.
"Rock the Vote serves a niche,
but a more holistic approach is
needed to influence kids to use
their voice year-round, not just at
election time,'' said Brian Brady,
executive director of the Mjkva
Challenge. "Step six is voting.
Step one is to figure out what
issues are important to the young
person. Voting is a byproduct of

making a change."
The LWV Chicago's study
showed that only abo \It 50 percent
of those registered to vote did so
in the 2000, proving registration
alone is not sufficient. Only 32
percent of 18 to 24 year olds
voted in the 2000 presidential
election.
·
" It is going to take a while and
a lot of evolution, and the political community has to deal with
issues that concern (young

adults] ,'' Dzavick said. "And
young people are going to have to
be more enthusiastic about poli-

tics."
"We rieed a candidate that values young people, who will draw
them into the process and be a
role model for that generation,"
Miller said. "Politics is a closed
system and is hard to take the first
steps into. We ' re showing [young
adults] where the door to the
political world is."

COUIIIIy DI'MIIIikullch

The uncommon view of Chicago Includes this county-style birdhouse found In the urban setting of Old Town.
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It's Valentine's Day
every day, all day
0 Adult toy store reaps own satisfaction through charities and donation
"When we started researching
products, I couldn't say the word
' vibrator.' It took me about a
year," Wilson said. "So I still
remember that, and it makes it
easier to talk to people. I don't
need to be very direct."
The business has continued to
grow, branching out into a party
division, wholesale products
with Honeysuckle's own private
label and the representation of
exclusive products that no other
U.S. retailer has, including the
Dill Ball and the Rainbow Dildo.
A portion of the sales of the
Rainbow Dildo are donated to the
Parents, Family and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays, a national nonprofit organization whose members
support gay communities.
Charles Kushner/The Chronicle
The Honeysuckle Shop has
Steve Wilson, owner of the Honeysuckle Shop, caters to clientele
donated products to various
by creating a comfortable and classy shopping atmosphere.
charities and organizations
more time with their growing throughout Chicago and has parB~ !tnnlfor Golz
family. Wilson was working in ticipated in several events
<lyBeatEdb
The Honeysuckle Shop is the corporate America and said he throughout the year for women,
"hated the job."
only toy store invited to particimen and couples, including Girls
pate in the Academy Awards and
They originally started looking Night Out, a Valentine's Day
for
an
Internet
business,
and
event at Le passage, 937 N . Rus h
Emmys gift bags for presenters
and winners this year. And no, through their research found three s t., and 1ast year's antithese toys not of the Toys ' R' Us possibilities: video games, adult Valentine's Day party for singles.
variety.
toys and pornography (which the
The Honeysuckle Shop has
~
· h t he new
From the outside, the shop, Wilsons weren't too keen on).
com b"med 10rces
w11
located at 3326 N. Clark St., looks
" I joked we should sell toys, Hard Rock Hotel at 230 N.
like any other boutique storefront and my wife said, ' Yeah right,' Michigan Ave., offering the
in
Wrigleyville.
but the idea kind of stuck," " uncensored package" as a
However, the book r:=--------------~-----, Valentine's Day pro/0/ Nights ofGrrreat ''Everyone comes through here-=singles, motion. This is the
Sex displayed in the couples, gay and straight. We're getting same package that was
made available to
window is just a preview of what the store
everybody!'
celebrities as part of
has lo offer.
the awards package.
With soft jazz
-steve Wilson, owner of the adult toy With the hotel stay,
music in the backh u
kl
guests
receive
a
store t e uoneysuc e Shop
wrapped box, filled
ground, soft flattering lighting and
with products from the
Honeysuckle Shop.
tastefully displayed works from Wilson said.
local artists, the Honeysuckle
"When we started this, we
Shop has created an environment
Lingerie, personal products, tried not to have preconceived
where anyone can feel comfort- lotions, books, movies and toys notions, but we still had them , as
ab Ie while they shop for items for singles or couples are dis- d o coup 1es w ho come in the
that can sometimes make others played in the classy store that store," Wilson said. "As soon as
feel uncomfortable.
has a boutique feel. Wilson is couples come in, their shoulders
,' Everyone comes through soft-spoken and very know I- d rop an d t hey re 1ax because of
·
edgeable regarding the assorth
h
couples, gay and
t e way t e store IS set up, and
here-singles,
"th" fi
10 ·
h
.
ment of products at hand, ready
stra1ght. We' re getting everyWI m 1ve or
mmutes, t e
with recommendations.
h d
body," said Steve Wilson, owner
an s come out of the pocket
of the shop, which he and his wife
" We've created a comfortable and they start to hold hands and
opened two years ago.
environment with actual expertise get snugly.
of the staff, as opposed to a staffer
" Th
After the birth of their son,
e store somehow works
.
who is geared to making sure they
·h
h
d
"
W1lson and his wife Leigh Anne sell you something," Wilson said. even Wit out t e pro ucts .
wanted to find a way to spend
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Chicago, L.A. are
contenders to host
2006 Gay Games
0 Games are the largest amateur athletic event
By Dominic Basta
CoollWilg \\War

Come early March, Chicago
may officially be coming outas the host city for Gay Games
VII in 2006, that is.
The Federation of Gay Games
recently received final plans
from both Chicago and Los
Angeles to host the competitive
games, which have been held
every four years since 1982.
Chicago Games, the organizing force behind the Chicago's
Gay Games bid, along with
Team Chicago- a group that
supports Chicago Gay Game
hopefuls-has spent the past
four years campaigning to bring
the games to Chicago.
If the games should come to
Chicago, it would be the first
time that they have been held in
North America in 12 years.
Founded in San Francisco by
Dr. Tom Waddell , the first Gay
Games brought together 1,350
athletes from more than a dozen
countries. The games are currently the worl d's largest amateur athletic event.
Montreal
was
originally
selected to host the 2006 games,
but negotiation disputes caused
the fede ration to drop the city
from contention, re-opening the
door for Los Angeles and
Chicago. Montreal is slated to
host a similar event of its ownRendezvous 2006.
Kevin Boyer, lead organizer of
the Chicago Games events,
stressed the importance of having support from the community
and the city because of how
essential they are to the event's
success.
The Gay Games consist of 22
regulated sports, three of which
must be cultural events. City
officials are estimating 17,000
participants, making the event
the most attended Gay Games
ever.
According to estimates by Sue
Connelly, Northern Trust Bank
vice president, the 2006 Gay
Games are expected to generate
$8.5 million in revenue for the
city.
"We are watching this budget.
It's about control," Conne lly

said. " We'll be here to put
together a very strong finance
team if this goes ahead. We will
ensure that thi s will not be a losing entity."
The proposed registration fee
for participants is currently
$1 25. According to budget analysts, 75 percent of the money
would come from registration.
ticket sales and corporate sponsorship. The remainder would
come from individual donors,
merchandising and licensing
fees.
Despite opposition from some
who feel the Federation of Gay
Games slighted Montreal, Boyer
said the opportunity "has
momentum now," and "should
Chicago host the Gay Games in
2006, the event wi ll be successful."
Stagg Elliot, 2002 Figure
Skating Gold Medalist Victoria,
is not in favor of the Games
coming to Chicago in 2006. She
sa id many might perceive
Chicagoans as thieving the
games from Canada.
"There 's nothing like being at
the opening ceremony of the Gay
Games," E ll iott said. "But,
maybe we should hold ofT for
2010. People might see us as
'stealing' from the Canadians.
Montreal will go ahead [with
Rendezvous 2006), and I'm not
sure people wi II go to both
events."
"Why should Chicago sully
itself with this controversy?"
asked Rick Garcia, director of
Equality Illinois. "Let L.A. do it.
We look like divisive spoilers."
Dennis Sneyers, co-chair of
Chicago Games Inc. disagrees:
" Whatever the outcome, [we]
want an event that will high light
what a great community we
have . We have so much to be
gained by this opportunity that it
would be a shame to think
Chicago would eventua ll y b
perceived as a deal breaker or a
spoi ler."
Laura Rissover, chairwoman
on the city's adv isory board on
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transsexua l issues, said the
games would be tainted regardless of where they are held.

•
A simple assault occUlTed was • n into cust.ody for a simFeb. 1 at 10:$0 p.m. on the street ple assault t6at occUlTed Jan. 27
at,SSO S. Plymouth Court No at 1 ;34 p.m. at the Warehogse
one bas ~ taken into CUS10dy tiq110r store, 634 S. Wabash Ave.
ln. connection with this incide.nt.

A 33-year-old male of the • Two 43-year-old ntalC$, one
block of South State Street of the 4900 block of South East
was taken into custody for a lbeft End Avenue and the other of the
8000 South Stewan Avenue,
that~ on the street at 700
were taken into custody for
S. Clark St.., Jan. 30 at 10 p.m.
deceptive practice, allegedly
•
A simple battery occurred involving credit card fraud, on
Jan. 3 t at 2:25 p.m. at 122 s. the stteet at 525 S. Plymouth
Michigan Ave. No one bas been Court
taken into custody in connedlon
•
A strong-arm robbety
with this incident.
occurred on the m-eet at 300 S.
• Asimple~~in State St. on Jan. 1:1 at 12:30 p.m.
a business offit:e locakd at 220 S. No one bas been taken into cusState St. on Jan. 30 at I 0 a.m. No tody in c:ooncctioo with this incione bas been taken into custody. dent.
•
A 49-year-oJd male of the
600 block of South State Street
•

•

S1mple An.ault

600

•
A 41-year-old male of1he
600 block of South. State Street
was takrn into custody Jan. 30 at
noon for criminal treSp3SS at the
Harold \Vn$hingtno Ubrary, 400

. State St..

• A .3&-year-old male of the
-too block of East Oakwood
Boulevard \\~ 1ab.o into custody Jan. 19 at 5:25 p.m.. for
crlmin:al trespass at the Pacific
OatdenM"ISSion. 646 s. State-St..

l rnett

~ Cnm.nal Tre1pa~~

Library honors
'trailblazers'
0 Black History Month celebrations underway
By Kwame Abasl Patterson

Carrie Bergagna/The Chronicle

The Hard Rock Hotel, 230 N. Michigan Ave., is the first hotel to be ~uilt on Mich~g~n Ave~ue south
of the Chicago River in 40 years. Designed to ~~mble ~ c~ampru~n bottle, thts ts th~ ft~t urban
location for the Hard Rock Hotel, which was built tn the htstonc Carbtde and Carbon butldtng.

Young adults target of new study
~ Generation Y's lack of interest in civic responsibilities raises concern
By Jennifer Golz
City Beat E!itor

Americans will go to the polls
this November to elect, or reelect, a president. But what happens leading up to the election
and afterward is the subject of a
recent study released by the
League of Women Voters of
Chicago.
Age was a driving factor in the
study when a poll by the Council
for Excellence in Government
found that 69 percent of young
adults (ages 18 to 34) said they
felt di sconnected from the government.
"This demographic has been
neglected and fee ls shut out of the
process," said Chris Miller, a
spokesman for the LWV Chicago.
" Young adults are not necessarily
apathetic. It is a stereotype that
has been unjustly applied."
Miller believes this demographic, described as Generation
Y (those born between 1979 and
1994), is setting the behavior for
future generations. The report is
a launching point for a new cam paign promoting youth involve-

ment in civic responsibility.
A recommendation in the
report is to create a youth advisory council, which will take those
already engaged in politics and
utilize their networks to get more
youths involved.
"Young adults are taken for
granted, and their concerns are
not being met," Miller said.
"They have fallen out, and we
need to bring them back in."
Miller said the LWV Chicago
has been speaking with several
nonprofit organizations throughout Chicago and hopes to have an
initial group of participants
together by the summer.
Erna Dzavick, a senior at
Amundsen High School in
Chicago, participates in the
Mikva Challenge, where she and
nearly 1,000 other Chicago-area
high school students arc introduced to th e often confusing
world of politics and civic leadership.
"Stereotypes came
about
because young people think they
don ' t make a difference, so they
don' t vote," D~avick sa id. "Even
the 20 to 24 year olds, because

the candidates are so much older
and don ' t know what they can do
for them."
Brent Watters, an editorial
advi ser for New Expression, a
monthly publication produced by
high school students, said voting
doesn' t matter. What matters is
the issues are not being pushed in
school or at home.
At a recent staff meeting,
Watters asked students if they
could name iss ues being discussed by presidential candidates.
No one offered any suggestions.
He then asked if any of the student s could name at least three
Democratic candidates, and again
no one could answer.
"If they put more stuff on MTV
or VH I where young people
watch , they would be ge tting
more exposure to teenagers," said
Joseph Struck, a ,senior at
Providence Catholic High School
in New Lenox, Ill.
But MTV's campaigns, that
roll around every four years,
(Rock the Vote in 2000 and
Choose or Loose in 2004) arc not

See Vote, Page 38
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Associate E!itor
Chicago Public Library's
Celebrating Diversity program
kicked off Black History Month
with a rendition of the Negro
national anthem, " Lift Every
Voice and Sing," during a special
award presentation held at the
Carter G. Woodson Regional
Library, 9525 S. Halsted St., on
Feb. 2.
The event honored Dr. Alice
H. Scott, retired assistant commiSSIOner
for
Systemwide
Services for CPL with the
Trailblazer Award for spearheading the creation of the African
American Service Commission
of Chicago
for
Ethnical
Celebrations in 1987.
Scott said she began the program because a number of people
within Chicago didn't know or
understand the history of blacks
in America.
"Strangely enough, people
don't believe African-Americans
have a history," she said.
For several years, Scott asked
city administrators for assistance
in beginning some type of observance for African-Americans
during Black History Month.
However, her requests were
either declined or ignored, she
said.
"It took several tries before
getting the administration and
budgetary support," Scott said.
Under former Chicago Mayor
Harold Washington's administration, Scott finally received the
green light to start some type of
citywide program that commemorated the history and heritage of
African-Americans. Scott said
she believed the library was a
perfect place to hold black history celebrations because of its
citywide accessibility.
"I wanted it at the public
library because it's free to the
public and they are usually citywide," she said. "So people all
through the city would have a
chance to learn and take part."
Scott was later appointed assistant
commissioner
for

Systemwide Services for CPL
where she implemented ethnic
celebrations into CPL's objective. Under her leadership. CPL
expanded the program into
events and programs that are held
throughout Black History Month
within Chicago's public libraries.
"She helped spread awareness
of African-American contributions to America and the world,''
said Robert Miller, curator for
the Vivian G. Harsh Research
Collection of African-American
History and Literature.
Additionally, Scott's pioneering efforts helped launch the
adoptions of other ethnic celebrations such as women's history,
Asian/Pacific American heritage.
Hispanic heritage and Polish
American heritage held at CPL.
Miller said CPL decided
Scott's award ceremony should
be held at the Carter G. Woodson
Regional Library because the
location was named after the
founder of Black History Month
and because it holds the Vivian
G. Harsh Research Collection,
the second largest reference and
research collection of AfricanAmerican history in the country.
"It's no coincidence we're
here" Miller said. "It's fitting.
The Person who brought AfricanAmerican History Month awareness to Chicago to be honored in
the place named after the person
who created it."
In 1926, Dr. Carter G.
Woodson, known as the father of
African-American historiography, established an annual period
of observance, known as Negro
History Week. The week later
grew into Black History Month,
which is held each February.
This month, CPL will feature
several events throughout its 79
locations that commemorate the
achievements, contributions, traditions and heritage of AfricanAmericans. For dates, times and
locations, visit www.chicagopubliclibrary.org or visit the nearest
Chicago public library.

- For
information
on
Columbia's celebration of Black
History Month, see page 3.
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Grace Gaston, a librarian for the Woodson Regional Library, sings
the Negro National Anthem at a recent award presentation.

